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FSKJM ourse Scheduling System Abstract 
ABSTRACT 
Timetabling the courses offered at the Faculty of Computer Science and Information 
Technology in University of Malaya (FSKTM, UM) is a hard problem faced continuall 
in this faculty. The timetabling problem consists in fixing a sequence of meeting 
between lecturers and students in a prefixed period of time, often to atisfy a set of 
constraints. Currently, FSKTM is using the manual sy tern to g neratc tim tabl . Th 
manual solution of courses timetabling usually requires days of work and sometimes the 
solution may be unsatisfactory to some respect. 
Subsequently, this project paper is conducted to develop an automated TM ur e 
Scheduling System (FCSS) under Web-ba ed applicati n. he purpo e f I· 
reduce the time and effort needs for generating a tim tab} in K M. F ul i 
generate timetable automaticaIJy and publish the timetable nth We . 
In this system, an efficient scheduling engine will I c nfli tin i ue in tim tnt lin 
problem. The engine will generate timetable automaticall after h 
between lecturers, students, rooms and other hard constraint . All the inf rmati n n ed d 
such as information about rooms, courses and lecturers ar t r d in the datab . h 
system will interact with the end user thr ugh the interf c ubs t m. 
Basically, there are three modules in F , which ar admini tration m dul urse 
scheduling module and u er m dule. Administrat rs uld ac administration module 
to manage and keep track of the database's information. Tim table coordinator could 
generate timetable using the schcdulin 1 ngin · in th ur cheduhng m dule. In user 
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l•SKTM Course Scheduling System hapter I: Introduction 
1.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW 
University Courses timetabling is a problem to assigning times and places to many 
separate lectures and tutorials in order to satisfy several constraints concerning capacities 
and locations of available rooms, free time needs and other such consideration for 
lecturers, and relationships between particular courses. The most prominent constraint is 
that there should be no clashes where two lecturers having common students houJd not 
be scheduled simultaneously or a lecturer should not be scheduled simultaneously. 
In general, there are a few algorithms used to solve timetabling problem such a Graph 
Coloring Algorithms, Tabu Search, Simulated Annealing Genetic Alg rithm and 
Evolutionary Algorithms. Each algorithm has its own way to solve the c n traint in 
course timetabling. Because there are a lot of versions f tim ta ling c n traint diff rin 
from one university to the next, they u cd different alg rithms t 
problem. 
r om' tim tabling 
At the start of each new semester in University f Malaya -a ult f 
and Information Technology must undertake the labori u time- n urrun 
slotting students, lecturers and courses into available rooms. 
done manually where the timetable coordinator as igning a p rticular c urse t a 1 ti n 
m ut r 
f 
and time period in order to satisfy several constraint in th- facul . Th manual luti n 
of courses timetabling usuaJly requires days of work and som times th luti n ma 
unsatisfactory to some respect. 
Due to the increasing student number , new courses introduced and shortage of lecture 
hall and laborat rics it is very difficult for the tirncta le ordinat r t sch dule a 
timetable manually. Thcrcf re we need an automated ch duler to these 
probl m . Subs ·qu ntly an nutomat .d timct 1 .chedulcr nam d our e 
eh ·duling 'yst m (14 \ , ) will be prop , d and dcv ·lo d in thi pr 1 ct paper. 
Jn this project, J plan to cl •v ·lop a 1 r • · ipabl • and e .ctivc umcta Jc chedulcr th· 
ati ifies several hard and oft tim ·tnbling con traints in the acuity. 'I he y tern c n 
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scheduling system to facilitate students' and lecturers' ' ork. The implementation of the 
system in the web-based will enable online access by the students and the lecturers 
through the Internet. Student could view and print schedul consists of courses selected 
and lecturers could view their teaching times online. 
The system is divided into three subsystems, which are database subsystem, scheduling 
subsystem, and user interface subsystem. The database subsystem is used to store the 
information about courses, lecturers, rooms and other relat d information. The scheduling 
subsystem includes the algorithms used to produce the schedules. The user interface 
subsystem allows users to interact with the system. 
Basically, there are three modules in the ystem: Admini trati n m dul • our 
Scheduling module and User module. Admini tration module all the admini trator t 
manage and update information stored in databa e. our. c chcduling m ul all w: th 
timetable coordinators to generate timetable for the particular some t r. La ti r 
module aJlows students and lecturers to view and print their tim ta I . 
1.2 PROBLEM DEFINITION 
Current manual course scheduling system has some problem as tat d el ' : 
1. Unable to fulfill stakeholders' requirement and con train! 
The main problem of the current course scheduling s st m is that it uld not fulfill 
most of the takcholder ' requirement fr rn tim t tim . Pr ntl th parti ular 
courses, rooms, time periods and lecturers are inputted into the schedule manually. 
sually the schedule has t c re en ·roted t rcco er m rr r and problems 
di c vered in the previ us chedule. It is very time c nsuming for coordinator to 
cnerato H schcdul ' that .ould me ·t th · I .cturer ' and tuden ' r quirements and at 
the amo time • uti. fy n, trnints in the faculty. The ·c n train include free time 
needs room capaciti s, other con iderati n for lecturer· and relati n hip ct ween 
particular cour c . I ue to the incr ·u ·c of nurn er of tudcnt , new uced 
and shortage of lecture halls nnd labcratori ·., it rais cs the di icutty r co rdmator t 
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2. Resources not fully ut ili: id 
Faculty resources are not fully utilized due to the lack of information in resources 
planning. Number of students (enrollment) and room capacity are not at the same 
level. Some classes are too crowed, while some classes are too spaced. For example 
class that consists of 200 students is undertaken in Auditorium room while DKI is 
assigned to class that consists of 50 students only. Furthermore certain course which 
need certain equipment such as multimedia equipment in certain room are not 
accessible to that room due to inefficient room assignment of current manual 
scheduling system. 
3. Students' class timing conflict 
Students' class timing conflict is alway a headache issue f r timetabling rdinat r. 
This issue is still unsolved although th re have een man att mpt fr rn 
undergraduates to develop artificial intelligent cornputeriz ·d 
system to replace the current manual system. 
h dulina 
4. Lecturers' daily workload not balanced 
Timetable developed currently was unable to satisfy diff rent time pre 
lecturer. Furthermore, the daily workload of th Jc tur r ar not alan ed r read 
equally in a week period. Psychologically, this will I ad t und 
and dispute among lecturer. For example, it would be impossible f r the 1 tur r t 
have two or three continuous class in a day this will xhau t the 1 tur r, A 
result, they might find it hard to give concentrati n in each clas . An th r rampl is 
that lecturer might want to reserve certain time for appointm nt, or doing their 
resear h. 
A' a conclusion I will dcvclo1 in uutomat ·d our ·c chcduhng st m and olve the 
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1.3 TIMETABLE DEFINITION 
There are two common ways to define a Timetable or Schedule: 
" A Timetable, or Schedule, is a description oft he movement and grouping of res our s 
over time, often to achieve a certain aim or aims and /or subj ct to a t of constraints. " 
or 
" A feasible Timetable, or Schedule, is one that atisfi s its a 
constraints." 
iat d · t if 
1.4 AIM 
The aim of this project is to develop an aut mated cour c schedulin t nu und r v b~ 
based application. Courses timetable will be generated automatic lly f r a p rti ular 
semester. The administrators could view, edit and manage the r m 
and other timetable information stores in database through the Internet· th 
coordinators could generate timetable online; students and I ctur r 
timetable through the Internet. 
uld vi ev th ir 
1.5 OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this project: 
I. Reducing the time and effort for generating a course chedule in FSKTM. The system 
will speed up the generation of course schedul in ur fa ulty. 
2. Intelli ent and 0 xi le onou zh 10 vcr omc riety of chedule constraint . 
encountered in real-lit · problem iuch n stu ·nt timin , c nflict, lecturer reference 
timing and room allocation. 1 ho . y. tern will pr due · chedulcs that arc ea i le and 
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3. All timetables should be automatically generated. 
4. Be user-friendly and convenient: easy to use and the users could view timetable at any 
places, any time through the Internet. 
5. Be standard and easy enough for the administrators and timetable coordinators to be 
trained to handle and maintain the system in short period. 
1.6 SCOPE 
1.6.1 COURSE 
I. Courses encompass including the Diploma, Degree, Minor IT, Master and JJ ur c 
offered in FSKTM. 
2. It does not cover the cour es ffer by F KTM t other facult tud nt at th "r 
faculty. 
3. Scheduling to University courses like co-curriculum also not includ in th 
4. The system does not offer tutorial class cheduling. 
5. Two different kinds of courses could not be taught at th am pcri d 
room. However, two or more different course codes but with the ame t e narn 
and syllabus are allowed to be taught at the same period and t t11 m r m. 
6. One course may teach by more than one lcctur r. 
1.6.2 TIME J>ERIOD 
1. Hour-based time slot. The tart time and end time for each course must start or end at 
hour-based time uch as 8:00am or 5:00pm and so on. Jt do snot allow time slot to be 
held quart rly r half-hourly uch a 8: I Sam, 5:3 pm, : 1 pm ands · n. 
2. tart time of the duy i at 8:00am and nd tim f the day i at 1 : m 
3. Sunday j · not included in ours schedulin •. 
1.6.3 ROOM 
1. Room being u icd ar limit ·d in ., KTM nly. 
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significant in order to develop an automated course scheduling system that will take over 
the human's effort in generating the timetable in FSKTM. 
1.8 EXPECTED OUTCOME 
At the end of the project, the FSKTM Course Scheduling System (FCSS) should be able 
to provide the following outcome: 
1. Publish the timetable on the web. The timetable of each program could be shown 
separately and each timetable will have the time period for every course in a week. 
2. Stakeholders could view the timetable grouped by years, lecturers, c ur es and r m . 
3. The timetable coordinators could set the courses offered and a ign le tur r t th 
particular courses for a corresponding semest r. 
4. The administrators could manage and update inf rm ti n ab ut r m urse 
lecturers and users. 
5. Secure the system from unauthorized people by using u r and p word. nl 
authorized people such as administrator and timetable c r inat r uld a 
administration module and course-scheduling modul . Thi nt th r pl 
from modifying the database and timetable. 
6. The timetable will be generated by the scheduling subs st m t nsur that the final 
timetable fulfills all hard constraint . 
f.9 LO ARYOl1"f1J{M 
While every , pecif · A h dulinn probl ·m hu. its iwn os. ciated t rmin J gy, which 
usso ·i t1 d with th 1111iv •r. it cours · tim •tohlin prolrl ·r i. n t specific and he ul 
easily under. tood, The · ollowin ' tu le, includ ·d r c mpletenes , nve: a Ii ·t of the 
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Term Description 
Conflict I Clash Two course conflict if they may not be scheduled concurrently 
under any circumstances. For example, if they have a student in 
common. 
Constraint A constraint places a restriction on when or where courses may be 
scheduled. A constraint is described as hard if it must be satisfied 
and soft if it is desirable but not absolutely necessary that it should 
be satisfied. 
Course An event or lesson involving a specific set of students and possibly 
other resources such as video recorders or overhead projectors. 
Feasibility A timetable is feasible if it satisfied all its hard constraint . 
Period I Time Slot A period is a fixed time slot in which cour e may b ch duled. 
Resource Resources are physical entities that are ref rr d to by the timetable. 
For example: student, room, and overhead projc tor. im • pcri d 
may also be thought of as resources. 
Room /Hall A venue where courses may be held. 
Term I Semester Period need to complete certain program tak n I ffer d. i all 
an institution will have two or three term I semester in a year. 
Table I.I: Term Of Timetabling Prob/ tn 
1.10 PROJECT SCHEDULE 
- 
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2.1 WHAT IS LITERATURE REVIEW? 
Literature review is a critical look at the existing research that is significant to the work 
that a researcher is carrying out. It summarizes, interprets, and evaluates existing 
"literature" (or published material) in order to establish current knowledge of a subject. 
The purpose for doing so relates to ongoing research to develop that knowledge: the 
literature review may resolve a controver y, establish the need for additional re earch 
and/or define a topic of inquiry. 
In this project paper's context, literature review is an analysis that used to gather 
information about the system I intend to develop. Thi approach i used to e aluate 
existing system on the same topic so that a better product can be developed. It al 
includes the comparison of a few software, to ls and approach to get the t ut me. 
Without this analysis, I would not be able to identity the trength and w 'a ne r the 
system I am going to develop. 
2.2 SOME ISSUE JN TIMETABLE AND SCHEDULE 
CONSTRUCTON 
Each different occurrence of the general scheduling problem carries with its own et f 
jargon, rules and requirements. Very often, the problem are o diff rent th t the ma 
hardly be classified as of the same form and more often· an fficient elution 
methodology for one will prove inefficient for anoth r. ome xarnpl s of 
timetable/schedule arc sch ol timetable, rail tirnet I J h p ch du! 1 uni rsi 
course timetable, university examination timetable and s on. 
ach type of the timetable ha it wn general aim , s ci re constrain and resources. 
The •c mu t elicit .d before a sch ·dulcr m 1y tart the proce f con tructing a 
chcdulc, imilarly, a host o other i uc. mu. l also b addr · ·. ·d. me example of the 
s rt ol qu tion n chedul r mu t k arc: 
• What is the purpo c of the s ·h ·dulc'l 
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• What qualities are desirable in the schedule? 
• Does a feasible schedule exist? 
• Who will be affected by the schedule? 
• What resources are available? 
• How much time is available to produce the schedule? 
2.3 UNIVERSITY COURSE TIMETABLING SYSTEM 
The university course timetabling problem consists in scheduling a set oflectures for each 
course within a given number of rooms and time periods. The main different with chool 
problem is that university courses can have common students, whereas school etas ' are 
disjoint of students. Moreover, school's teachers always teach to more than on cla 
whereas in university, a lectur r may teach only one class. In additi n, in the uni er it 
problem, availability of rooms and the size plays an important role wheres in th hi h 
school problem they are often neglected because, in mo t case we can ru umo that en h 
class has its own room. 
2.4 TIMETABLING FROM DIFFERENT PERSPE TIVE 
Romero [1] identifies three different groups of stakeholders in the timetabling pr e 
These are the administrators, the departments and the tud nt . 
2.4.1 THE ADMINISTRATOR 
Administrator wants no conflict in course tim ta ling. This may e int rpr t d a the 
stating of a minimum set of constraint hard con traints), which describe the requir d 
properties of a feasible timetable. 
Jt is perhaps more u 'oful to make a further distinction within thi · category etw en the 
timetable coordinator and rest of the univcrsit or in titution admini tration. It is likely 
that the ius1ituti n will decide whether certain con traints are all wa le r n t. The 
distinction is thus th rt tho ud111i11i ·1111lim1 i: 111v Iv ·d ut a poliucul I· cl, perhaps even, · · 
final arbitrator whercus the timetable coordinet lf i inv Iv d at a p rticular level 
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2.4.2 THE DE'PARTMENTS 
The departments want the schedule to be consonant with the development of the subject 
taught and not to disturb any other department activities. Some departments have 
requirements for specific classrooms. A department may set requirements for particular 
courses and also express concern on behalf of the students of that department if they have 
what is considered a bad timetable. 
2.4.3 THE STUDENTS 
The students' view·of the timetable is largely restricted to that section that directly affects 
them - their own personalized course schedule. The logistic and difficulty f the 
problem is irrelevant expecting where it directly affects their own schedule. 
No research has really been carried out into the want of tudent whether the pr fer 
early lectures or lectures spread evenly through the timetable. -or example m mi zht 
prefer morning lecture whereas others prefer those scheduled in the aft rn n. In thi 
case, there is no absolutely fair way to choo e wh re to put the c urs tim n if it 
advantages one group over another. In most case the compl xity f the r uld 
not allow such preferences to be made anyway. 
2.5 SEARCH, OPTIMIZATION AND UNDERLYING 
PROBLEM 
In some cases, the timetabling problem con i t in finding any rim table th t atisfies all 
the constraints. Jn these cases, the problem is formulated as a search problem. 
In other ca es the pr blem i formulated a an ptirnizati n pr lern. 1 hat is. hat is 
required i, a timetable that s uisfies all the h ird on ·trnint and minimizes r maximizes 
a iven objective function, which »nbcds the s fl. onst aint . As .hown later, in tome 
appr aches, the ptimiz ti 11 formulati n is ju t a mean. t apply ptimizati n techniques 
l 1 , ·u ·Ji probl .m, In thi. '1 ·, whn: is minnnizcd 1. th· s - .ullcd dist~, cc to ca: i 1lity . 
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included in the objective function. This is generally done to facilitate the navigation of the 
search space. 
In both cases (search and optimization), we define the underlying problem, which is the 
problem of deciding if there exists a solution in the case of a search problem, and the 
problem of deciding if there exists a solution with a given value of the objective function 
in the case of an optimization problem. When we mention the complexity of the problem, 









Most of the early techniques were based on a simulation of th human wa f l itt) the) 
timetabling problem. Later on, researches started to apply g neral tc hniquc t thi 
problem such as Integer Programming, Network Flow and raph l rin . M re 
recently, some techniques based on Artificial Intelligence appeared uch a imulat 
Annealing, Tabu Search, Genetic Algorithms, Evolutionary Algorithm and on traint 
Logic Programming. 
2.6.1 GENERAL TECHNIQUES 
2.6.1.J HEURI TICS AND GRAPH OLORING ALGORIT 
The Graph Coloring problem is ne of the eta ical NP~c m I t pr · 1 m on graphs. In 
this algorithm, each course is associated with a vertex in the graph and an edge drawn in 
the graph between any pair of vertices represent in c ur e that m not scheduled 
concurrently. A proper vertex coloring of the f ertic s with an 
cd >e otwccn th m i not olor ·d th • same, a h nd t a different 
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Figure 2. I: A Timetabling Conflict Graph 
For example, in Figure 2.1, Math and BM may be scheduled in the same period but not 
Math and History as the edge indicates they may not be schedul d together. In thi 
the minimum length timetable must be three periods long. 
In Heuristics approaches, we could use a sequential algorithm a signing ur c t 
periods, taking one course at a time and placing it in the first a aila I peri d. hi v 
adapted for course timetabling by choosing the period with the least numb r f tudent 
conflicts when the numbers of periods are restricted and the cour e clashed with at least 
one other in each period. 
There are many methods based on this algorithm. For example Welsh and Powell 1 67 
propose a variant of the above method in which the vertic s are ord r d by d gr . That 
is, the vertices with highest degree are colored first. The underlying id a of this m thod is 
that the vertices with high degree arc the most difficult to be colored [3]. 
2.6.J .2 INTEGEH PRO RAMM JN 
An Internet Pro rurnmin rob! m i a J incur Pr amming Pr l m in which some or 
all of the variables t be optimized mu t · c itive integers. A incar Programming 
problem i un optimiz tion problem, which has the f II win 1 characteri ·tic ; 
Attempt to maximize (or rninii iz a linear unction of the dcci ion varia lcs, he 
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of the decision variables must satisfy a set of constraints. Each constraint must be a linear 
equation or linear inequality. 
A sign restriction is associated with each variable. For any variable Xi , the sign 
restriction specifies that Xi must be non-negative or that Xi may be unrestricted in sign. 
This technique define: 
Yik =:= 1 if course i is scheduled in period k, or 0 otherwise, 
Cik to be the cost of scheduling course i in period k and 
Xij = 1 if course i conflicts with course j. 
Internet programming has been tried in a few cases to solve timetabling r lem ut it 
use is certainly not widespread. This is bccau c of the generally held b lief that '\ hen th· 
problem is expressed mathematically, the number of variables and c nstraint ec m 
unmanageably large for practical size problems" [3). 
2.6.1.3 NETWORK FLOW 
In university timetabling, network model could be implemented as it contain three le 
plus a source and a sink vertex. The first level is the D partrncnt el whi h includ a 
vertex for each department, such that all of these vertices ar connected to th our . h 
second level is the Faculty/ taff evel, which includes a vert for each possibl 
combination of teacher and cour e tau ht by the t ach r: the ertices r conn cted to 
the vertices representing the departments to which the teachers b long. The third le el is 
the Room Size/Time Level, which contains a vertc for each c m inetion of room and 
tim . ach vertex of this level is connected to a vertex f the sec nd level nly if the size 
of the ro m represented by the v rt ·x i. computi Jc with the numb r f students of the 
cour c represented by th thcr v rt x. An ·cl c betw .cn level· tw and three represents a 
po iblc lecture. 
The network model can b solved in polynomial tim ~ h w wer it docs not prevent the 
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procedure therefore solves the problem and, it finds a feasible solution, the process is 
over, otherwise a human intervention changes some of the weights manually so as to get 
rid of the reason of unfeasibility. The procedure is executed several times until a feasible 
solution is obtained [2]. 
2.6.2 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES 
2.6.2.1 TABU SEARCH 
Tahu Search is a local search technique designed to solve optimization problems. Local 
search techniques are based on the notion of neighbor. Given an optimization probl m P 
let S be the search space of P, and let/the objective function to minimize. A function N 
which depends on the structure of the specific problem, assigns to each fea ible lution s 
ES its neighborhood Nis) c: . each solutions' EN(;~ i called a neigh· r f . 
A local search technique, starting from an initial initt which an be brained ith m 
other technique or generated at random, the algorithm, enters in a loop that navi ate th 
search space, stepping from one search to one of its neighbors. he nn tivit f th 
search space is necessary condition for the technique to work effi cti l 
Tahu Search, the algorithm explores a subset V of the neigh orho d NG~ f the curr nt 
solution s; the member of V that gives the minimum value f the objecti e fun ti n 
becomes the new current solution independently of the fact that its valu is b tter or 
worse than the value ins. 
In order to prevent cycling, there is a so-called abu list, which is the list of solutions to 
which it i forbidden t move back. It i the Ii ·t of the la t k curr nt soluti ns, here k is a 
parameter of the method and it is run a a queu : that i , when a new solution is added, 
due to a move, the oldc t one is disc rdcd 141. 
2.6.2.2 lMULATED ANNl1,AI IN 
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The technique starts by creating a random initial solution. The main procedure consists of 
a loop that generates at random at each. iteration a neighbor of the current solution. Like 
for Tabu Search, the definition of neighbor depends on the specific structure of the 
problem. 
Let's call L\ the difference in the objective function between the new solution and the 
current one and suppose to deal with a minimization problem. If L\ < 0 the new solution 
is accepted and becomes the current one. If L\ > 0 the new solution is accepted with 
probability e-dT, where Tis a parameter, called the temperature. 
The temperature Tis initially set to an appropriately high value T0. After a fixed number 
of iterations, the temperature is decreased by the coding rate a uch that 7~, a x 1~,. 1, 
where 0SaS1. 
The procedure stops when the temperature reaches a value v ry lo ed t an n 
solution that increases the objective function is accepted anywhere. The t cm i fr z in. 
The solution obtains when the system is frozen is obviously a local minimum. 
The control knobs of the procedure are the coding rate a, the number f iteration at ach 
temperature, and the starting temperature T. [2] 
2.6.2.3 GENETIC ALGORITHM 
Genetic Algorithm is a elution technique f r ptimizati n pr l m . iff r ntl from 
Tabu Search and Simulated Annealing they are not based on local search [4]. A Genetic 
Algorithm start with a set of olutions random] cho en { 01, .... 00 , \ hich is called 
the p pulation at time 0. 
The core procedure is 1 loop that c catc the p 1 ulation . 1 1 11, ... , .l 1 1,.}, at time t + 1 
startin l from the populati n ut time t. To thi · aim the value f the jectiv functi n 1 
omµ111 •<l for 'H ·h solution s', as ·d on u w unht · I rundomizati n, n clements the 
population at time t arc , elected. bviously, sorn solution may be elected more than 
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higher probability to be selected to the solutions that result in a better of the objective 
function. In this way the best solutions get more copies, and the worse ones probably die 
off 
At this point, each solution is selected for recombination with a given probability (PR). 
The recombination is done by the crossover operator. That is, two selected solutions are 
mixed by swapping corresponding segments of their representations. One of the most 
common ways to do the crossover is by selecting a fixed number of positions in which the 
swapping takes place (fixed-point crossover). 
For example, if two solutions are represented by the strings abcdef and uvwxyz and we 
choose two crossover points after the second and the fifth character then th • new 
solutions would be abwxyf and uvcdez. In addition mutation arbitrarily alter rand mly 
some part of some solutions randomly selected, ba ed on a given r bability alu PM . 
The method terminated either when it generated a fixed number of r when 
the best solution reaches a certain value of the objective function r when th alg rithm 
does not make any programs for a certain number of iterations. 
The main control parameters of the method are the population size n, the pr bability f 
crossover PR, and the probability of mutation PM. 
2.6.2.4 EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM 
volutionary Algorithms u e computational mod Is of e olutionary processes as ke 
elements in the design and implementation of c mputer, ba ed pro lem solving systems. 
A variety of evolutionary computational model have b en proposed. They share a 
comm u conceptual ba 'e o imulatin the ·v luti n o indi idual structures via 
proce ses of election, mut uion, and r 'producti n. 1 he pr ce .e · depend on the 
perceived J orfonnancc of the individual structure as defined y an en ir nrnental. f3 
An volutionary Algorithms works as t population of candidate. lutions t a pr blern 
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string of symbols (genes). And Evolutionary Algorithms then typically proceeds by 
iterating through the following steps until some termination criterion is met. [5] 
1. Evaluation 
Using some predefined problem-specific measure of fitness, evaluate every member 
of the current population. The idea is that fitter candidates are in some way closer to 
being one of the solutions being sought. 
2. Selection 
Select candidate solutions from the current generation to be used for breeding. Thi 
may be done entirely randomly, so stochastically based on fitness or in oth r ways 
(but usually based on fitness, such that fitter individual have more ch nee f mg 
chosen). 
3. Breeding 
Produce new individuals by using genetic operators n the indi idual 
selection step. There are two main kinds of operators: 
Recombination: A new individual is produced by recombining featur s of tw or 
ninth 
more 'parent' solutions. 
Mutation: A new individual is produced by slightly altering an exi ting on . 
4. Population update 
The set is altered, typically by choosing to remove s me r all f th individuals in 
the existing generation (usually beginning with the least fit and replacing these with 
individuals produces in the breeding step. The new p pulation becomes the current 
generation. 
2 .. 2. ON TltAINT LO I 'PltO .HAMMING 
on truint Logie Pr gramrning i a technique which ha much in comm n with the 
h uristic u. si nm ·nt I 01 ithm .. A 011. truint i-iuti, ucti n pr blc1 ( 'SI is rcpresentc . 
by a con traint network, con i tin ' o a . t f 11 va ia Ics, X1 .... n; their re pective value 
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Cartesian product Ru .x .... x Ry-, consisting of all tuples of values for a subset (Xu .... X1) 
of the variables which are compatible with each other. "A solution of the network is an 
assignment of values to all the variables such that all the constraints are satisfied". This is 
a more powerful representation then the graph coloring model alone as more complex 
constraints may be represented. The graph coloring problem is equivalent to a binary 
Constraint Logic Programming in which each constraint only has two variables. 
This is solved by trying to assign va1ues to each of the variables in tum and then 
backtracking if a dead end is reached and removing constraints if it looks like no solution 
may be found. The order in which variables are chosen (labeling strategic ) and the order 
on the values assigned to the variables may be altered too try to speed up the earch. [3) 
2.7 ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS ON PREVJOU 
SIMILAR PROJECTS 
There are around three similar projects regarding SKTM ursc chcdulin 
attempt by students of FSKTM. It mu t be clearly noted that alth ugh m f th 
developed system fulfill the objectives of their devel per but the f ii t m ~t th 
constraints in real world which lead to their system can not b apply in faculty rkin · 
environment. This further leads to the study of thes cours cheduling in thi 
project paper. 
2. 7.1 REVIEW ON " INTELLIGEN 
SCHEDULJN FOU F KTM " 
This system is c nducted by 1 an Wei Yee wh wa up rvis d by r. d Malik in 
ses ion l 9 1200 . he solved the cheduling pr !em f r TM using an artificial 
intern zent approach. 'J he int Iii tent 1ystem i · t aut mat · the ch duling proce s by 
riv •n input parameters su h us ours · 'lum1 tcristic of c ur .c, c nstrain s of r ms, time 
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2.7.1.1 SYSTEM STRENGTH 
1. Speed 
The system speed up the generation of course schedule. The generation of schedule 
with the system is very fast and user does not need to spent much time on clerical 
work involve in scheduling. The schedule can be easily got from the data files that 
store the schedule. 
2. Automated scheduling process 
The scheduling. process is automated after given the necessary input parameters such 
as the course, lecturer, time and room. 
3. Dynamic and interactive content 
Because the user provides all the data during the execution of the applicati n the 
content of the data arc dynamic and interactive where the user n ha th ir n 
codes and others for their data. 
2.7.1.2 SYSTEM. LIMITATION 
1. No error checking 
There are no validations on user inputs. User may enter something that may affect the 
output of the system. 
2. Record cannot be modified 
The record in the database cannot be modified easily. Th application er at s new 
record every time and there is no facility to modify or delete the record stored in the 
data file . 
3. N 1-k 1.y-111 sv 'I' time 
The us er hos to re .. key-in the dara althou h he/she may ne ·d t generate a chedule 
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4. Not web-based application 
The application is not a web-based application. So user could not access the 
application via browser in any workstation. 
5. Additional query [unctions 
AppJication should provide other query functions than scheduling only. The functions 
include listing out the courses, lecturers, venues and many more. 
2.7.2 REVIEW ON "A TIMETABLE SCHEDULER FOR FSKTM" 
This system was conducted by Tan Kay Sim who was supervised by Prof. Madya Dr. Lee 
Sai Peck in session 199912000. She had developed a web-based application for automated 
timetables. According to her statements, she claims that her sy tern not only can generate 
timetable automatically, but it also can be modified manually. I 
based on a general technique (technique she formulated). Th re i no artif ial int Iii) •nt 
technique applied in her system. 
2. 7.2.1 SYSTEM STRENG TB 
l. Wide accessibility 
The system is developed in web-based application. his has pr ided wide 
accessibility to users who can access the system virtually fr m anywh r . Ii nt id 
software only requires the instaJlation of a web browser to ac ss the syst m. 
Furthermore, browsers are already available across all platf rm . 
2. User-frlendly int srfac 1 
A a web-based system, this system empl y direct manipulati n int rfac s to 
application system. fl has a naturally interface with menu , utt n , scrollbars and text 
boxc ', which mak i the system r ·1 uiv .ly ·a y f r u ·r t learn and u e. er hould 
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3. Produce more information in timetable 
Existing timetable shows the course code, lecturer code and room code for particular 
time slot in timetable. This system provide more information about these codes where 
a description about this code will be shown when the user click on these codes. 
4. System reliable 
This system caters most of the possible errors encounter in timetable coordinator 
section and user section. Users' input is validated and verified through using client 
side scripting and server side scripting. 
5. Retrieving and manipulating records 
The application allows efficient ways in retrieving relevant and ne ary rec rd on 
the screen. It is easy on manipulating records found in the databa e uch a adding 
new records, editing and deleting existing record . 
6. Security 
Only authorized users who have login authentication into the applicati n 1 all w d t 
manipulate and make changes on the system and database. The timetable rdinat r 
also can change password by entering the old password corr ctly. 
7. Produce convenient timetabl 
Students not only could view the overall tim table th y also c uld rev th ir 
timetable by their degree program. This will reduce the r spons tirn of w b server 
because only the informati n needed will be shown. Besides that students and 
lecturers could view their timetable by a particular c ur e y Iectur rand y room. 
2.7.2.2 Y 'Tl~M LIMITATION 
/. 1 atabasc manag im ~nl ltmttatlon 
The daiaba: c in this system i. n l ully . ecurcd, a any nc wh found the da 
f ti could. till m mipul 1t • 011 iL 'I h 'H, i. ti.on< I rop ·r manage. cnt n data ase isle, 
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2. Timetable print out 
This system does not provide facility on printing the timetable on web. This is not 
effective, as users have to copy the timetable manually. This is not much different 
with copying the timetable from the notice board. 
3. Lecturer section 
There is no lecturer section in this system. This section is needed for lecturers to 
review and select their preferable and not preferable teaching time slot. 
4. Security 
For system implemented in web-based application, the single type of acces ntr I 
mechanism is not enough to secure the data integrity availability pri a y and 
safeguard. ln the Internet environment, this system exposed to external threat like 
hackers, viruses and worms. It i suggested to enforce the acccs c ntr I Ii r 
implement it in Intranet environment where the system is shelter d by fir wall. 
2.7.3 REVIEW ON "ELECTRONIC TIMETABLES STEM' 
The system is conducted by Mokhairi Bin Mokhtar who was supervis d b 
Hannyzzura Pal @ Affal in session 1999/2000. Mokhairi mploys graph oloring and 
heuristic method in this interactive timetable system. The sy tern includes an interacri 
window based, iconic user interface and implemented in networking environm nt. Th 
main feature in his system is that his system provides fle ibility in scheduling. 
2. 7.3.1 SY TEM TRENGTH 
1. Us r-friendl Int ·rfa 
The y tern' display i interesting due to the u ing of graphical u er interfac GUl) 
concept. The application 111 o upports WJMP int »fac · Wind w. Icon, Menu and 
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2. Helpfacility 
The system has a good quality of help feature. The help facility assists users by 
explaining the timetabling process, the ways of adding, editing and deleting data. 
Users could access to help facility by clicking the "Help" button. 
3. Validation of data input 
Before the data is stored in the database, the record validation checking process wilt 
be conducted to verify the record integrity in the database. The purpose of field ch ck 
is to ensure that every field is filled correctly. 
4. Security system 
Every user (management and lecturer) is given user I and a w rd re p cti ly f r 
accessing to the system. Lecture has the right on undertakin data manipulati n t 
his/her course assignment only. Access to other cour e cction i fi r idd en. 
5. Schedule courses by lecturer 
Lecturer is permitted to undertake scheduling of courses assigned t hi 1 r nl . It 
means that lecturer is allowed to choose and set their preferable t aching tim . 
6. Scheduling report 
The system permit scheduling report to be printed out or displayed on the scr n 
according to course, program, room, lecturer and tim . 
2.7.3.2 Y 1EM LlMl'fATION 
l. Not automat d s ·Ii tduling 
The sy tern need. input from users for day, c urse, lectur r r m and time slot to 
undertake sch .dulin '· The ystcm is only r ·s n i le on onflict checking efore the 
ch dulc j generated. This is ver time con rumin 1 fi r J ro ucing a eour e chedule 
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2. No system interaction with existing information system in F ... KTM 
This system requires coordinator and lecturer to enter all the courses and lecturers 
particular and data into the system. Interaction between this system and Academic 
Information system (consists of courses information) and Academic Staff System 
(consists of lecturer information) do not exist. As a result, this system could not 
extract the corresponding information from the existing system and the users have to 
input the data manually. 
2.8 WHAT IS WEB-BASED APPLICATION? 
Web based functionality is achieved when built on the foundations of the W rid Wide 
Web, such applications can be run anywhere in the world at any time and ar c mpletel 
cross platform. A1l data and input by the user using the application is u ed t update a 
database or document that is then made available by the y tcm t gl bal u er in r ~ I 
time. 
The only client side software needed to access and execute w b~ a ed appli ti n 1 a 
web browser environment. An example of such an application would b an onlin 
accessed via Netscape Navigator or Microsoft Internet E plorer. 
Web applications provide a rich interactive environment through which the us r can 
further define their unique online experience. Without web applicati ns to breathe life 
and provide u er interacti n, a web page is limited t tatic le tr nic t xt. 
Key feature of a web-ba ed application arc centrally I coted application, database and 
document information is updated in real tim , and y tern as well as applications is 
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2.9 REVIEW ON THE INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE 
WEB 
2.9.1 WHAT IS INTERNET? 
The Internet has been around for over three decades. It began as a Department of Defense 
program for enabling computers to communicate over great distances without requiring a 
central server to route the communications traffic. Since those early days, the Internet has 
grown substantially. Early on it was adopted by the academic community, and more 
recently it has been commercialized. The federal government no longer funds the Internet 
directly; leaving private and public telecommunications companies in charge of the major 
backbones - the major network connections of the Internet. The telecommunication 
companies charge Internet service provides for connections to the bac bone, and Internet 
service providers in tum charge companies and individuals for their access to the Internet. 
The Internet itself is nothing more than an en rmous number of n tw rk d mput 'r • ll 
over the world. Like any computer network, the Internet has various software pr gram 
running on it, such as e-mail, newsgroup, FTP, Gopher, and the W rid Wid W b. 
2.9.2 ADVANTAGESANDDISADVANTAGESOFINT RN T 
Advantages Di advantag 
1. Can access any computer anywhere 
with Internet access. 
]. 
2. In terms of design, anything is po ible 2. In terms of curity ther is a concern 
such as great multimedia and video that unauthoriz d users could access 
presentations. pr pri ta infi rmati n. 
3. Take advantage of external r sources 
by linkin 1 to v ·ndor website etc. 
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2.9.3 WHAT IS WORLD WIDE WEB (WWW)? 
The World Wide Web, or Web, was born in 1989 at CERN (the European Laboratory for 
Particle Physics). Since then, it has grown at a phenomenal rate. Today, Web traffic 
accounts for somewhere between one third and one half of the total traffic on the Internet. 
Because the Internet consists of many other sources of traffic, many of which have b en 
around for decades, this is an impressive feat. [6] 
So, what is the Web? In simple terms, the Web is a part of the Internet that uses the 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to display hypertext and images in a graphical 
environment. Hypertext refers to the ability to present text documents that are interlinked. 
You might click on a portion of the text in a document and be taken to another section of 
text in a different document. The Web is based on the concepts of hypermedia whi h ia a 
superset of hypertext. Think of hypermedia as variou forms of media (text, graphi 
sound files, and so on) that are interlinked. 
The process of viewing a document on the Web starts when a W b br v r end " 
request to a Web server. The Web browser sends details about itself and the file it i 
requesting to the Web server receivers and reviews the HTTP r quest head rs for any 
relevant information, such as the name of the file being requested, ands nds ba k the file 
with HTTP response headers. The Web browser then uses the HTTP res n e h ad t 
determine how to display the file or data being returned by the Web server. 
2.10 REVIEW ON CLIENT I SERVER COMPUTING 
2.10.1 LIENT/ ERVER CONCEPT 
The premise of client/server computing i ' t di tri · utc th e cuti n f a task among 
multiple proccs iors in a network. ·ach pr ces r i dedicat ed t a specific, focused set of 
subta k tJ1u1 it p .rforms best, 111d the md result is increa ed verall effici ncy and 
·ff ciiv ·ncss of the system as a who I ., , plitt in' the xecution of tasks between 
proc ssors is don through o proto cl of s •rvi · rcqu . ts· ne pr c s · r, the cli nt, 
requests s service from another processor, the . ·rv r. Th most prevalent rmplcmcmatrcn 
of client/server proccssin 1 involve: separating the u er interface portion an applicati n 
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2.10.2 CLIENT PROCESS 
The client is a process (program) that sends a message to a server process (program), 
requesting that the server perform a task (service). Client programs usually manage the 
user-interface portion of the application, validate data entered by the user, dispatch 
requests to server programs, and sometimes execute business logic. The client-based 
process is the front-end of the application that the user sees and interacts with. The client 
process contains solution-specific logic and provides the interface between the user and 
the rest of the application system. The client process also manages the local resources that 
the user interacts with such as the monitor, keyboard, workstation CPU and peripheral . 
One of the key elements of a client workstation is the graphical user interface ( UI . 
Normally, a part of operating system i.e. the window manager detects user action 
manages the windows on the display and display the data in the window . [ ] 
2.10.3 SERVER PROCESS 
A server process (program) fulfiJls the client request by performing the ta k requ tc 
Server programs generally receive requests from client program ex ute databa 
retrieval and updates, and manage data integrity and dispatch r Ii nt r que t . 
Sometimes, server programs execute common or complex business logic. Th server- 
based process may run on another machine on the network. This server uld b th h t 
operating system or network file server· the serv r is then pr id d th file sy tern 
services and application services. Or in some ca es, another de kt p machin provid s the 
application services. The server process acts as a software ngine that manages shared 
resource such as databa cs, printers, communication link r high power d-proc ssors. 
The server process performs the back-end tasks that are common to similar application. 
(8) 
2.11 REVJ rw ON Y TEM AR HIT 
2.J 1.1 TWO .. TI dt An .Jiil it. 'T RI!: 
l~J{VEH. ARClllTl~CTI IU~) 
las ical client- ervcr appli .ation ur ·hilcctur · two-tier architecture) is ba cd on client 
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server computer, with no intervening server. The results of the query are returned as data 
stored within the local cache of the client computer. A visual display will be connected to 
this cache for displaying the query's results and data. High-performance data retrieval 
technologies became an important consideration when constructing the entire 
architecture. 
It is typically used in small environments (less than 50 users). A common error in 
client/server development is to prototype an application in a small, two-tier environment 
and then scale up by simply adding more users to the servers. This approach will usually 
result in an ineffective system, as the server becomes overwhelmed. To properly scale t 
hundreds or thousands of users, it is usually necessary to move to a three-tier architecture. 
2.11.2 MULTI-TIER ARCHITECTURE 
The core design of a multi-tier, or three-tier, computing is t enable applicati n de t 
be run separately from the client computer and the database server. Three-ti r architectur 
introduces a server (or an "agent") between the client and the server. The r le f the a mt 
is many folds. It can provide translation services (as in adapting a legacy applicati n n a 
mainframe to a client/server environment), metering services (as in acting a a tran action 
monitor to limit the number of simultaneous requests to a giv n erv r r intelligent 
agent services (as in mapping a request to a number of different serve Hating the 
results, and returning a single response to the client.) [9] 
The introduction of a server (or and "agent") between th client and the rver upports 
the performance of large application pr cessing in the middl tier. This application 
architecture is beneficial t devel per as movin the data ecce sand business logic to the 
middle tier den te Jc s application c de for client computer . 1t also eases the 
managcmont f bu 'incss pro css compon ·nts ind det acce s 1 gic. ~ herefore, multi-tier 
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2.12 REVIEW ON PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE AND 
TECHNOLOGY 
2.12.1 ACTIVE SERVER PAGES (ASP) 
Microsoft® Active Server Pages (ASP) is a server-side scripting environment that you 
can use to create and run dynamic, interactive Web server applications. With ASP, you 
can combine HTML pages, script commands, and COM components to create interactive 
Web pages or powerful Web-based applications, which are easy to develop and modify. 
ASP enables you to run ActiveX™ scripts and ActiveX server components on the server. 
By combining scripts and components, developers can create dynamic content and 
powerful Web-based applications easily. Active Server Pages provides native supp rt for 
both Microsoft JScript and VBScript. 
ASP can work with any Web browser. The output of an A P file i plain Il M th· 
content of which can be customized for the capabilities of the client. A P ' ·11 nm n 
Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0, Windows NT Workstati n 4.0 with P r W 
Services, and Microsoft Windows® 95 with Personal Web Server. However Window 
NT 3.51 and Windows NT 4.0 on MlPS are not supported ASP. 
ASP is a component of Internet Information Server, and thus us s Windo NT e urit . 
ASP files can be easily restricted to just certain users through secure Windows NT 
authentication, basic Web authentication, or client-side certificates. or additional 
security, all client-to-server communications can be secured with ecure Sockets Layer 
(SSL). 
Al1 Active erver Page applicati n can integrate with any BC-c mpliant databases 
includin Micro 'Oft erverTM racle, yba .c, Inf rmi , and 2 data as s. Any 
L 2 application, uch us Lotus Notes or Mier soft ~ xccl, can al· e cripted t access 
r proco inform uion, scrs ct111 also write xnnp ncnts t 
I lfl y muinfram s. 
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2.12.2 ,JAVASERVER PAGES (JSP) 
JavaServer Pages (JSP) technology provides a simplified, fast way to create web pages 
that display dynamically-generated content. The JSP specification, developed through an 
industry-wide initiative led by Sun Microsystems, defines the interaction between the 
server and the JSP page, and describes the format and syntax of the page. (21 J 
JSP pages use XML tags and scriptlets written in the Java TM programming language to 
encapsulate the logic that generates the content for the page. It passes any formatting 
(HTML or XML) tags directly back to the response page. In this way, JSP page separate 
the page logic from its design and display. 
JSP technology is part of the Java technology family· it u e a Java pr gramming 
language-based scripting language, and JSP pages arc compiled int ervlet . J P page 
may calJ JavaBeans™ components (beans) or ntcrpri c Jav an TM mp n nt 
(enterprise beans) to perform processing on the server. As such, JSP technol i a kc 
component in a highly scalable architecture for web-based applicari n . 
JSP pages are not restricted to any specific platform or web server. The JSP sp ifi ation 
represents a broad spectrum of industry input. 
2.12.3 COMMON GATEWAY INTERFACE (CGI) 
The Common Gateway Interface (CGI) is a mechanism for creating scripts on tbe server, 
which can then be used to create dynamic applications. Jt ha · n around for quite a bit 
longer than ASP, and right now the majority of dynamically-created pages on the web ar 
created u ing J and H scripting Ian zua ie. I Iowcver, it i incorrect t a sum that CGJ 
does the ame job a A P. Rather, I allow the u er t in k an ther pr gram such 
a, J erl script) n the w ·b scrv ·r to create the Jynami web page, and the r le of 1 is t 
pa th user- upplicd data t thi, pro mun f r pr· c · . inu. J l wever, it d e pr vide the 
same end-result .. a dynamic we application. 
However I has some shoncomin 1s. 'J he 111ajc r ne is that it adds extra level t the 
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create the dynamic page, before the page is processed on the server. Also, the format in 
which CGI receives and transmits data means that this data is not easily manipulated by 
many programming language, so a programming language that has good facilities for 
manipulating text and communicating with other software have to be used. The most able 
programming languages that can work on any operating system for doing this are C, C++ 
and Perl. While these languages can adequately do the job, they are some of the more 
complex languages to learn. Visual Basic does not offer sufficiently adequate text- 
handling facilities, and is therefore rarely used in CGI. 
2.12.4 VBSCRIPT 
Visual Basic Scripting Edition (VBScript) was introduced by Microsoft to allow web 
page developers to leverage their existing Visual Basic kills in creating lient- i cri t, 
It inherits its syntax and structure from Visual Basic programming language. ri t i 
an alternative to JavaScript in the client-side cripting language h we er nl 
Internet Explorer supports this language. Netscape Navigator users require a N t cape 
Plug-in caJled ScriptActive, developed by rd party developer N ompa in r r t 
enable VBScript to run on the browser. VBScript provides the ability irnilar t 
JavaScript. It can be used to validate form data, displaying status bar messages ' orking 
with cookies and ActiveX control. For example, users can write a VB cript fun tion t 
verify that users enter valid information into a form. Without any network tran mis i n 
an HTML page with embedded VBScript can interpret the entered text and alert the us r 
with a message dialog if the input is invalid. Or users can use VB cript to rfonn an 
action (such as play an audio file, execute an applet or communicate with a plug-in) in 
response to the user opening or exiting a page. 
2.12.5 JAVA JUJ'T 
Juv 1 cript i a cros -plattorm scriptin ' 1 m tu 1C which is implc, interpreted, and bject- 
oriented. It can be used to add simple int ractiv ·h£1viorn to an HTM page ry means 
of a script of keyword inserted into a Web page. Its ri inatc trom Live cript that 
develop • I by Net c ipe to J rovid · u w 1y to int ·1 Ince with Java .. un, the developer f 
Java helped Net cape rework Live cript and coiled it JavaScript. Anyway, Java Script is 
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Netscape support the language since its version 2.0 and Microsoft Internet Explorer 
giving support since its Internet Explorer 3.0 through JScript. (24) 
The main roles JavaScript play in the web pages are form validation, responding to input, 
dialog boxes, detecting browser characteristics, updating the browser properties, math 
capabilities, using cookies to keep visitor information, date and time information, 
Integrating with Java, basic graphics and dynamic HTML. 
Netscape is working with ECMA (European Computer Manufacturers Association) to 
deliver a standardized, international programming language based on core Java cript. 
ECMA is an international standards association for information and communication 
stems. This standardized version of JavaScript, called CMA cript behave the ame 
way in all applications that support the standard, Companie can u e the pen tandard 
language to develop their implementation of Java cript. The fir t v r i n f th , MA 
standard is documented in the ECMA-262 specification. 
The current version of JavaScript is JavaScript version 1.4. It provide the me new 
atures and enhancements such as exception handling, additional operators in and stance 
of, as weJI as changes to LiveConnect and functions obj ct. JavaScript I.4 i fully 
compatible with ECMA-262. However the second version of th CMA cification 
was not finalized when JavaScript 1.4 was released. 
Microsoft's version of JavaScript is called JScript. It is Micros ft full irnplem ntation of 
CMA 262 language specification, plus some enhancements that take ad antage of 
capabilities of Microsoft Internet xplorer. The JScript version implemented in Microsoft 
Internet xplorer 4. is version 3. and the Mier s ft Vi ual tudio . implements 
vcr iion 4.0. 
2.12.6 IJTML 
11'1 ML (I Iypcr! I Markup Lu11 uug •) i: th· s I of "mar up" sy1 bol: or c des in .erted in 
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browser how to display a Web page's words and images for the user. The individual 
markup codes are referred to as elements (but many people also refer to them as tag). 
HTML is a standard recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and 
adhered to by the major browsers, Microsoft's Internet Explorer and Netscape's 
Navigator, which also provide some additional non-standard codes. However, both 
Internet Explorer and Netscape implement some features differently and provide non- 
standard extensions. Web developers using the more advanced features of HTML 4 may 
have to design pa$"es for both browsers and send out the appropriate version to a user. 
Significant features in HT.ML 4 are sometimes described in general as dynamic HTML. 
2.13 REVIEW ON DAT ABASE 
2.13.1 MICROSOFT SQL SERVER 2000 
Microsoft SQL server 2000 is a relational database management y tern ti r Wind 
NT-based systems. It is a scalable, high-performance database management tern 
designed specifically for distributed client-server computing. S L erv r 2 0 pr id 
tight integration with Windows and Windows based applications h Iping reduc th o t 
and complexity of deploying sophisticated applications. SQL server 2000 is an ideal 
database engine for powering web sites. Through tight integration with Int met 
Information Server, SQL server 2000 can be queried and updated ia popular web 
browsers. SQL server's native Open Database Connectivity (ODBC I ts it inter-operat 
smoothly with the Internet Database Connector interface included with Internet 
Information Server. (23] 
SQL erver 2000 i the complete database and analysis ffering f r rapidly deli ering 
scalable e-commerce, enterprise, and data warehousing solutions. It dramatically reduces 
the time required t brin 1 the c application· t market while offering the scalability 
needed for the most demandin 7 environment . 
)L rv r 2 00 provid ·s th· liubilit u: ·rn 11c • I lo 'CJ their busin ss 
and running. Jt can handl users workload today, and in the utur ·as their u ine grow . 
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their existing hardware investment and the agility to quickly adapt to their ever-changing 
business environment. 
The core features and functionality in SQL Server 2000: 
• Data Warehousing. Data Transformation Services (DTS). creating online 
analytical processing (OLAP) cubes, data warehousing data mining, and more. 
• £-Commerce. Extensible Markup Language (XML), ease of use, scalability, 
automated management, availability, and development. 
• Enterprise Solutions. Including Microsoft Excel Cognos, Knosys and Maximal. 
2.13.2 MICROSOFT ACCESS 2000 
Microsoft Access 2000 is a window-based relational database management y tern. It 
provides powerful tools that help in organizing and sharing decisions. It i 
popular database management software as it is powerful and it is also asy to learn and 
use. Microsoft Access can be used to enter, store and manipulate data in a arier f 
ways. Other than that, it can be used to query for specific information or t produ 
(detailed or summary) reports based on certain criteria. [26] 
Microsoft Access uses the Microsoft Data ngine (MSD ), a SQL serv r- mpatible 
client/server engine designed for a single-user computer or small workgroup server. 
However, there are some weaknesses in Microsoft access, which is very slow transaction 
speed. Other than that, queries are stored locally (all data is pulJed o er the netv ork 
instead of just the few records you want). 
2.13.3 MY QL 
My , the most popular pen Source I. database, i pr vided y My L AB. 
My A i a commercial ompany Hurt build· it busine .s providing services around 
the My L databa e, My. I, is a r lational data tl. e rnana rem nt sy t m that t re 
data in iopurute table athcr than puttin ' HIJ the datu in nc i , t rer om. Thi· adds 
speed and flexibility. MySQ is pen Source oft ware that it is sible or anyone to 
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paying anything. Anybody so inclined can study the source code and change it to fit their 
needs. [25] 
Why use MySQL? 
MySQL is very fast, reliable, and easy to use. MySQL was originally developed to handle 
very large databases much faster than existing solutions and has been successfully used in 
highly demanding production environments for several years. Though under constant 
development, MySQL today offers a rich and very useful set of functions. The 
connectivity, speed, and security make MySQL highly suited for accessing databases on 
the Internet. MySQL is a client/server system that consists of a multi-threaded SQL server 
that supports different backends, several different client programs and libraries 
administrative tools, and several programming interfaces. 
2.13.4 DATABASE CONNECTIVITY - ADO (A TIVE 
OBJECTS) 
DATA 
ADO is one of the built-in components delivered with Active X rver Pag in 
ADO, data from a variety of data providers can be stored and retrieved. Th AD can be 
used to access information stored in Microsoft Access, Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle 
Database Server within an ASP file. The ADO consists of seven independent bjects as 
below: 
• onnection object 
Represent a unique session with a data s urce. Thi object rs us d to open a 
connection to Microsoft S L. 
• R iords t obj ·t 
Repre ent record from a data provider. Thi' bject i u ed t alter the records 
c ntaincd in a Microsoft L Sorv ·r tabtc. 
• Fi ild obj, •t 
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• Command object 
Represents a command. This object is used to execute a SQL procedure or a 
parameterized query. 
• Parameter object 
Represents an individual parameter in a SQL stored procedure or parameterized 
query. 
• Property object 
Represents data provider specific properties. 
• Error object 
Represents ADO errors. 
2.13.5 DATABASE CONNECTIVITY - ODBC (OPEN DAT BA E 
CONNECTIVITY) 
Open Data Base Connectivity, or ODBC, is a standard for accessing data. It was designed 
to allow the programmer to use a common set of routines to access the data stored in 
databases, regardless of the type of database in which the data was stored. This meant that 
once the programmer was connected to the database using ODBC they could manipulate 
the data without worrying exactly where the data was stored, or which type of database 
was storing it. lt provided interface transparency -s the progr mmer could access an 
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ccess SQL Server ....... Oracle 
Application 
ODBC 
Fi ure 2.2: Data ace s using VB 
There is no common format for saving databases to file, so the u er cannot e a 
database using one database application and then, directly open th rune file u ing a 
different database application (in the way that a word-processed fil in the .txt f rmat an 
be opened and read as plain text in NotePad, WordPad or Microsoft Word). 
Fortunately, alJ sorts of database application store data using the structures such as table 
records, and keys. ODBC allows the user to get at this data without worrying about th 
nuts and bolts of the hosting database application. 
2.14 REVIEW ON PLATFORM AND SERVER 
2.14.1 Ml RO OFT WINDOW NT i l~VER 4.0 
Microsoft Windows NT ervor 4.0 is a powerful easy-t -u e, multipurpose server 
op ratin r sy11t nn, Window NT Serv ·r, including Windows N 4. ption Pack and 
Mier oft •rontPa re 8, in ikcs the most ompl ·t platf rm availa le f r building 
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Key features of Windows NT Server 4.0: 
• Interoperability 
Windows NT Server interoperates with a broad range of server operating systems 
including: NetWare, UNIX, Banyan, Microsoft LAN Manager, Pathworks, SNA, and 
Macintosh. The migration tools that are included make it easy for user to upgrade 
from NetWare and LAN Manager. Windows NT Server also includes standard 
support for the widest range of client operating systems, including MS-DOS, 
Window, Windows NT Workstation, UNIX, OS/2, and Macintosh. 
• Protocols 
Windows NT Server includes support for protocols than any ther netw rk o erating 
system. 
• File sharing 
Windows NT Server is the only network operating system that upp rt file h rin 
via NCP, X-Open SMB, and HTTP. Windows NT Server supports POSIX appli ati n 
interfaces, conforming to the open systems guidelines of the U.S government. 
2.14.2 MICROSOFT WINDOWS 2000 SE.RVER 
Microsoft Windows 2000 Server operating systems are the next generation in th 
Windows NT Server series of OS. In addition to providing a cornprehensi Int met and 
applications platform, Windows 2000 Server builds on the strengths of Windows NT 
Server 4.0 by delivering increased reliability, availability, and scalability with end-to-end 
management features that reduce operating c sts. Although Wind ws 2000 erver offers 
many new features and enhancements, arguably the most critical are those that relate to 
Internet capabilities. The Window 200 crver p rating sy tern builds on the olid 
Internet technologic delivered in Windows NT ·rv ·r 4.0 t r vidc an agile; powerful 
Internet platform. It Jct an or anization not onJy iet more ut f exi ting applicati 
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Main advantages new features: 
• The ideal p1atfonn for building and running rich Web-based applications and services. 
• Scalability and flexibility - Host lots of Web sites and more Terminal Services users 
while getting better use of your bandwidth and high performance even on the fastest 
networks. 
• Security - With flexible authentication and authorization options, strong encryption 
services and flexible and secure network access, rest assured that only the right people 
have access. 
• Increased server and network availability - It is resilient to application failures and 
allocates resources to preserve availability. 
• Windows 2000 Server supports up to four CPUs on one machine. 
• Supports the newest networking devices and technologies as well a the new t U 
peripherals and advanced printer drivers 
2.14.3 MICROSOFT WINDOWS 2000 PROFESSIONAL 
Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional is built on Windows NT technology. It is ea -t - 
use because it has fami1iar Windows 98 user interface. Its integrated Web capabilities and 
broad support for mobile computers and hardware devices makes Windows 2000 the easy 
way for users to connect to the Internet anywhere and anytim . Its r ck- olid reliability 
and improved manageability simplify desktop management for IT professionals. 
The combined features of Windows 2000 Professional create th mainstr am operating 
system for desktop and notebook computing in all organizations. The best features of 
Window 98 - Plu and Play, easy-to-use u er int rface, and p wer management are 
integrated with the trengths of Windows NT standards-based security, manageability and 
rclia ility 10 form Windows 2 00 professional. 
2.14.4 APA II • SERV i'Jt 
'l he Apache. ervcr is a powerful flexible I IT'l I /l. l compltant web .erver. It implemen · 
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third-party modules. Apache erver can run on Windows NT/9x Netware 5.x, OS/2, and 
most versions of Unix, as welJ as several other operating systems. [20) 
Apache server implements many frequently requested features, incJuding: 
1. DBM databases/or authentication 
Allow users to easily set up password-protected pages with normous numbers of 
authorized users, without bogging down the server. 
2. Customized responses to errors and problems 
Allow users to set up files, or even CGI scripts, which are returned by the server in 
response to errors and problems, e.g. setup a script to intercept 500 crver rr r and 
perform on-the-fly diagnostics for both users and yourself 
3. Unlimited flexible URL rewriting and aliasing 
Apache has no fixed limit on the numbers of Aliases and Redirects which ma b 
declared in the conflg files. Jn addition, a powerful rewriting engin can b u d to 
solve most URL manipulation problems. 
4. Content negotiation 
The abi1ity to automatically serve clients of varying sophistication and HTML le el 
compliance, with documents which offer the best representation of information that 
the client is capable of accepting. 
5. Virtual f/osls 
A much requested feature, ometimes known as multi-homed server . hi allows the 
ervor to distin uish b twc n r quest. made to di rent 11 addre r names 
(mapped to the ame machino . Apache nls fer dynami · Jly configurable mass- 
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6. Configurable Reliable Piped Logs 
You can configure Apache to generate logs in the format that you want. In addition, 
on most Unix architectures, Apache can send log files to a pipe, allowing for log 
rotation, hit filtering, real-time splitting of multiple hosts into separate logs, and 
asynchronous DNS resolving on the fly. 
2.14.5 MICROSOFT INTERNET INFORMATION SERVER (IIS) 
Microsoft Internet Information Server is a comprehensive solution that will surely help 
Windows NT take a bite out of the Unix-dominated Web server pie. With perks for both 
small and large Web sites, IIS comes with powerful extras including Active Server Pages 
(ASP) for building dynamic Web pages, Crysta] Reports for custom reporting, Microsoft 
FrontPage for site management, Index Server for advanced searching, and Net how f r 
on-demand multimedia. 
ITS is an extremely capable performer all around, one that would suit any Web sit ' 
needs. US performed very well serving static pages and handling ISAPT pr cc in nth 
server side. Depending on the cJient load, TIS held its own against or outp rform d 
Netscape servers on any platform with static pages. IIS began to outshine its competitors 
as the load increases to 56 and then 60 clients with static pages, boding \ ell for it 
scalability. 
IIS comes with three default services: WWW, TP, and Gopher. Its Internet rvi 
Manager (ISM) application control these service on this or any th r TI server on the 
network. JSM is run fr m the Window NT erver or from a Windows NT or Windows 
95 workstation. 'Or remote administration, users can run an HTML v rsion of ISM from 
a brow er. Mapping lo ical URLs to directories i straightforward, but II can't map to a 
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2.15 REVIEW ON DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 
2.15.1 DREAMWEAVER ULTRADEV 4.0 
Dreamweaver UltraDev 4 includes al] the great new features of Dreamweaver 4 and is 
designed to let user quickly connect Web pages to databases, preview live data in the 
workspace with Live Data Preview, and easily add server-side logic, navigation, and 
interactivity to a Web pages. It consists of flash buttons, pop-up menus, layout view and 
code reference - along with an optimal design environment for ASP, JSP and CFML sites. 
Dreamweaver UltraDev 4 will provide users with critical tools for ensuring the quality of 
their design if they intend to work on a Web site with dynamic content. 
UltraDev is availab]e for Macintosh versions 8.6 and higher, and Window 95, 98 NT 
2000. While UltraDev performs well on all supported Window platf nn , Ma r media 
recommends Windows 2000 Professional. UltraDev currently upports A P oldFu i n 
and JSP servers including Microsoft IlS, Allaire oldFusion, IBM Web ph re, Allair 
JRun, Borland AppServer and Netscape iPlanet. UltraDev can also be ext nded t upp rt 
other servers. UltraDev supports any relational databa e, including 
Microsoft SQL Server, and Microsoft Access that users can connect t ra 
or ADO. [19] 
2.15.2 VISUAL INTERDEV 6.0 
Microsoft Visual InterDev 6.0 is the latest version of the leading tool for developer 
building dynamic Web application. Supporting features like Active erver Pages ASP), 
middle-tier components written in any language, dynamic HTML, integrated database 
design and programming t ols make Visual Inter cv the ideal t I f r building dynamic, 
data-driven Web site . 
Visual Inter ev 6.0 enables dcvcl p r ·to build application acce ·i le fr many platform 
runnin a standard Web brow er su h u. Mi rosofl Internet • pl rer or Net cape 
Navigator. 'I ho Vi, ual lntcrl cv dev Ioprncnt mvironmcnt it elf run n Mic os ft 
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Visual JnterDev 6.0 makes it easier to add server components to a project (just drag and 
drop them in) and deploy projects with components (automatically register components 
on the client or server). In addition, Visual InterDev supports the creation of COM 
components out of HTML and script, called Scriptlets, which are programmed just like 
any other COM component. Visual lnterDev will also support high-performance access to 
virtually any database using Universal Data Access, including ADO, ODBC and OLE 
DB. [22] 
2.15.3 MICROSOFT FRONT PAGE 
Microsoft FrontPage is a member of Microsoft Office which designed for non- 
programmers, yet robust enough even for experienced Web site developer , Micro oft 
FrontPage is the fast, easy way to create and manage professional-quality Web ite . With 
features such as WYSIWYG editing and wizards to guide you in creating y ur We 
it's never been easier to publish on the Web. 
FrontPage also makes it easy for large teams to work together to create and mana e ite . 
Its combination of flexible clientJserver architecture, passwords, u er auth nticati n, and 
other security features enable contributors in different locations to securely updat 

























OF THE PROPOSED 
The software process is the set of activities and associated results, which produce a 
software product. Different software processes decompose these activities in different 
ways. If the wrong process is used, this will probably reduce the quality or the usefulness 
of the software product to be developed. (10) 
In this project, the software development process is based on combination of two software 
process models, "Waterfall Model" and "Prototyping". 
3.1.2 IDSTORICAL BACKGROUND OF WATERFALL MODEL 
At first, programming software was simple and often done by one person and for ngin r 
or scientific purposes. However, as the use of computers got more widespread, software 
had to be written for other people than the writers themselves peopl with little r n 
understanding in programming. The old idea of writing a program and then fi ting the 
bugs was no longer sufficient. In 1970 Royce proposed a model for the development of 
software, derived from a similar model from engineering activities. The notion at the time 
was that software development was an engineering discipline and that· therefor it would 
follow a model. This model was warmly greeted and became known as the Waterfall 
Model. Later it was found that it only worked well for certain classes of software. Thus, 
new and more complex models were developed. The original model by Royce was also 
slightly improved and adjusted over time. 
3.1.3 WAT ~RFALL MODEL WITH PROTOTYPIN 
The waterfall model is au engineering rn del designed t be applied to the development 
of software. The idea is the f llowin 1: th re arc di Iercnt tagc t the development and 
the outputs of the first stage "flow" into the second stage and these outpu "flow" into the 























Figure 3.1: Waterfall Model with Prototyping 
There are usually five stages in this model of software development: 
1. System Requirements And Analysis 
In this stage the requirements of the "to be developed software" are established. These 
are usually the services it will provide, its constraints and the goals of the 
software/system. Once these are established they have to be defined in such a way 
that they are usable in the next stage. This stage i often prelude by a feasibility study 
or a feasibility study is included in this stage. The feasibility study includes questions 
like: should we develop the software, what are the alternatives? It could be calJed the 
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2. System Design 
In this stage the established requirements, flowing from the first stage, are identified 
as software or hardware requirements. The software requirements are then translated 
in such a way that they can be readily transformed into computer programs. 
3. Implementation 
This is the stage where the computer programs are created. Prototyping technique will 
be applied in order to create a program as quickly as possible. A prototype is a 
smaller-scale, representative or working model of the system that will include the 
major program modules, the database, the essential screens, the reports, and the 
interfacing inputs and outputs used to communicate with other systems. It will be a 
skeletal version of the system and will not contain all the processing and validation 
rules that the system will finally have. Prototype is created, tested and upgraded in an 
iteration loop. FinalJy, this stage will produce a system that satisfied all the users' 
requirements and constraints. 
4. System testing 
The entire system is tested. Information needed is entered into the system for the 
testing purpose. When the combined programs are successfully tested the software 
product is finished. 
5. Operation and maltitenance 
Most software products include this stage of the development. It involves correcting 
errors that have gone undetected before, improvement and other forms of support. 
This stage is part of the life cycle of a software product) and not of the strict 
development, although improvements and fixes can still be considered as 
"development". 
The e steps are the main tages. There are al o sub .. stages, within each stage, but they 
differ from project to project. -or example for management purpose the requirements 
tago is divided in a fca ibility tudy, an outline cquirement dcfiniti n, a design study 
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It is also possible that certain software projects require the adding of an extra stage all 
together, or the splitting of one in two stages. However all the different waterfall models 
have the same underlying idea; the idea that one stage provides outputs which can be used 
as the input for the next stage. There thus is a linear flow amongst the stages. The 
progress of the software development, using the waterfall model, is thus easy to find out. 
A common way to look at the outputs of a certain stage and see whether or not they are 
finished in time, thus seeing how far the overall progress is. 
There are also activities that are performed at every stage of the software development. 
These are documentation, verification and management. Documentation is intrinsic to the 
Waterfall model for it is document driven, as most of the outputs are documents. 
Verification, not only is a part of implementation & unit testing and system testing, but it 
is also part of alJ the other stages in the form of walk through, reviews and the like. 
Management involves the tailoring of the waterfall model to fit individual processes 
managing the human resources (i.e. the people) and managing the rules and the protoc I 
on how the output is formalized, who accesses what and other managing tasks. 
Finally it has to be noted that the software development process is not as linear as it 
seems. When errors in later stages are found, they are often fed back to a previous stage 
and the development is set back to that stage again. Since this is a managing nightmare, it 
often occurs that problems are ignored, left for later or programmed around. This feed 
back makes for a waterfall with information flowing both ways: down through the stages 
when something is made, and up through the stages when something goes wrong, or 
feedback is given. Also many processes are frozen when it is not yet the time to deal with 
them. 
3.1.4 STRENGTH OF THE WATERFALL MODEL 
The divide and conquer approach of the waterfall pr cess has several advantages like 
other top-down approaches. 1t enables organization to track project progress more 
accurately and discover pos iblc problems at arly stages of the product life cycle, 
especially for large or huge projects. H dcnu nd that the pr cess generate a series f 
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approach is to make large software projects more manageable and delivered on time 
without cost overrun. 
In addition, the waterfall model is an important model as it is the basis for many other 
software development models. The Waterfall model itself can be used for single projects 
that are cost or time restricted because of the easy way to manage it and cost and time 
restrictions are often an important issue. Furthermore, this model has a clear define 
objective to reduce the development and maintenance cost. It is suitable for short-term 
program or short-life span system. 
3.1.5 APPROPRIATENESS OF "WATERFALL MODEL WITH 
PROTOTYPING" TO THE PROJECT 
This methodology is chosen in this project because it is appropriate to this project based 
on the reasons listed below: 
• The project is relatively short (less than one year). 
• The scopes and objectives of the project are well understood. 
• User requirements of the system are well understood and could be defined easily. 
• There is a defined change control procedure. 
• End users require the entire system at one time. 
• With prototyping in the implementation stage, the complexity of an error is low 
because the prototype enables the developer to detect any deficiency early at the 
process. 
3.2 JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROPOSED TOOLS 
This project intends to produce an automated ourse cheduling ystem for FSK™. 
The system is a web-ba ed applicau n that will be devel ped using the following tools 
and technologie : 
• Macromedia Dreamweaver ltra cv 4. 
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• Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
• Internet Information Server (US) 
• Active Server Pages (ASP) 
• VBScript 
• HTML 
3.2.1 WHY WEB-BASED APPLICATION? 
This project will produce a web-based application because web-based application has 
many advantages. The advantages are stated as following: 
• It allows users to log onto the system from anywhere in the world as long as they 
have a computer, an Internet connection and a web browser. 
• Applications are resident on the server. 
• All data input into the system is done so in real-time. 
• Data is available in real-time. 
• User accessibility to data is definable. 
• System administration can be performed remotely. 
• Distributed architecture provides for a stable system with feature like database 
mirroring and redundant servers eliminating any type of system downtime. 
• Web-based solutions are based on the web principle of open architecture, which 
eliminates the integration problem. 
3.2.2 MACRO MEDIA DREAMWEA VER UL TRAD EV 4.0 
UltraDev 4.0 is used as the development tools because it has the following features: [19] 
• Easily identify keywords and scripts in code 
The integrated Text Editor includes ASP, JSP, CFML, Java cript, and HTML 
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• Effortlessly add user authentication Server Behaviors 
Add password protection to sites without writing complex server-side code--simply 
validate user names and passwords against a database to password-protect site pages. 
• Easily connect to databases on your Web server 
With Remote Database Connectivity, there's no need to set up ODBC or JDBC drivers 
on developer's development machine. UltraDev uses the application server to connect 
directly to the database. 
• Get total control over source code 
The users could see both Code and Design Views simultaneously. 
3.2.3 MICROSOFT WINDOW 20~0 PROFESSIONAL 
Windows 2000 Professional has the following features: [27] 
• Windows File Protection 
Protects core system files from being overwritten by application installs. In the event 
a file is overwritten, Windows File Protection will replace that file with the correct 
version. By safeguarding system files in this manner, Windows 2000 mitigates many 
common system failures found in earlier versions of Windows. 
• Driver certification 
Provides safeguards to assure you that device drivers have not been tampered with 
and reducing your risk of installing non-certified drivers. 
• Full 32-bit operating system 
Minimizes the chance of application failures and unplanned reboots. 
• Mi irosofi Install r 
Works with the Windows Installer ervicc, helping users install, configure, track, 
upgrade, and remove software programs correctly, minimizing the risk of user error 
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• Windows Logo Program 
Provides assurance that applications have met a comprehensive set of standards 
developed by Microsoft in cooperation with customers and third-party developers. 
• Dramatically Reduced Reboot Scenarios 
Eliminates most scenarios that forced you to reboot in Windows NT 4.0 and Windows 
9x. Many software installations also will not require reboots. 
3.2.4 MICROSOFT SQL SERVER 2000 
SQL Server 2000 is used as the database management system software for this project 
because of the following features: [23] 
• Easy access to data through the Web 
With SQL Server 2000, you can use HTTP to send queries to the database, perform 
full-text search on documents stored in database, and run queries over the Web with 
natural language. 
• Powerful, flexible Web-based analysis 
SQL Server 2000 Analysis Services capabilities are extended to the Internet. You can 
access and manipulate cube data by means of a Web browser. 
• Quick development, debugging, and data transformation 
SQL Server 2000 features the ability to interactively tune and debug queries, quickly 
move and transform data from any source, and define and use functions as if they 
were built in to Transact-SQL. You can visually design and code database 
applications from any Visual Studio tool. 
• cale out 
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• Availability 
SQL Server 2000 achieves maximum availability through enhanced fail over 
clustering, log shipping, and new backup strategies. 
3.2.5 ACTIVE SERVER PAGES (ASP) 
Since this system is a web-based application, ASP is used as the programming language. 
This is because ASP allows developers to create dynamic web sites with database 
connectivity. ASP supports the use of Internet Information Server in this project. 
Furthermore, it is easy to learn, especially for those who are familiar with Visual Basic. 
Besides that, ASP is nice because it is free. 
Compare to other Web application tools, ASP allows developers to quickly bring their 
existing skills and knowledge, data sources, components, and applications to the Web. 
Other tools create either static HTML or lock developers into a non-standard 
programming model or language. ASP is based upon the leading industry standards 
making it easy to build, maintain, and evolve powerful interactive Web applications. 
Active Server Pages supports the use of virtually any scripting language, with native 
support for VBScript and JScript. It supports ActiveX server components written in any 
language. 
3.3 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND ANALYSIS 
3.3.1 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
A functional requirement is a description of activities and services a system must provide. 
It defines what data should be input into the system, where to store inputted data, how the 
system should react to particular inputs, how the system processes inputted data, how the 
system should behave in particular situations and what data should be output. 
In this ourse Scheduling ystcm, it must allows the administrator t input related 
information into the system. The information includes courses' information, lecturers' 
information, rooms information and users' info mati n. All the data will be store in 
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offered and assigned lecturers to those courses for a corresponding semester. Then the 
system will generate courses timetable automatically and publish the timetable on the 
web. Students and lecturers could view and print their timetable through the Internet. 
The system could be divided into three modules, which are: 
• Administration Module 
• Course Scheduling Module 
• User Module 
3.3.1.1 ADMINISTRATION MODULE 
This section should provide functions that allow administrators to manage and update the 
information storing in the database. The system should provide functions for inputting 
information about lecturers, courses, rooms and users. All the inputted data will then be 
stored in the database. 
For the security purpose, the administrators need to enter their user ID and password 
before access is granted. The authentication process will not be continued if there are any 
errors in entering the user ID and password. The administrators will get a message that 
prompted them to re-enter their user ID and password correctly. The system also provides 
the capability for the administrators to change their password when necessary. 
Basically, there are five functions in this module. 
• Room Information Maintenance 
• Lecturer Information Maintenance 
• Course Information Maintenance 
• User Information Maintenance 
• Change Password 
Room Infi ormation Mai1tte11a11ce 
This function ihould allow the administrators to add, delete, update, search and view the 
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Information Example of Description 
Room Name Dewan Kuliah 1 
Room Code DKl 
Room Capacity 200 
Room Type Lecture Hall I Tutorial Room I Lab ? 
Room Status Available for class? ( Y=Yes I N=No) 
Table 3.1: Room Information 
Lecturer Information Maintenance 
This function should allow the administrators to add, delete, update, search and view the 
information about lecturers in FSKTM. Lecturers' information should contain the 
following information: 
Information Example of Decription 
Lecturer Name Puan Norizan Mohd Yasin 
Lecturer Code NMY 
Table 3.2: Lecturer Information 
Course Information Maintenance 
This function should allow the administrators to add, delete, update, search and view the 
general information about courses in FSKTM. Courses' information should contain the 
following information: 
Information r Example of Description 
Course Name Pengaturcaraan Multimedia 
Course Code WMES3309 
Class Type Lecture I Lab ? 
Course Credit Hour 3 
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User lnf ormation Maintenance 
This function should allow the administrators to add, delete, update, search and view the 
information about the system users. Users' information should contain the following 
information: 
Information Example of Description 
User Name Puan Norizan Mohd Yasin 
Post Timetable Coordinator 
User ID Norizan 
Password ***** 
Table 3.4: User Information 
Change Password 
This function should allow the administrators to change their authentication password 
when necessary. In order to change their password, they must enter their old password 
correctly. This is the step to ensure that only the valid user can edit the information stored 
in database. 
3.3.1.2 COURSE SCHEDULING MODULE 
This is the section that will be used by timetable coordinators. The system should 
generate timetable automatically. 
Similar to the administration section, for the security purpose, the coordinator need to 
enter their user ID and password before access is granted. The authentication process will 
not be continued if there are any errors in entering the user ID and password. The 
coordinators will get a message that prompted them to re-enter their user ID and password 
correctly. The system also provides the capability for ihe coordinators to change their 
password when necessary. 
Ba ically, there are four functions in thi module. 
• Course ffcred ... ntrics 
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• View Generated Timetable 
• Change Password 
Course Offered Entries 
This function allows the coordinators to input the courses offered for a particular 
semester. They will assign lecturers for those offered courses. The coordinators could 
add, delete, update, search or view the offered courses' information. Courses offered 
entries should contain the following information: 
Information Example of Description 
Course Code WXES 1101 
Course Volume 350 (Number of students) 
Lab Class Yes /No? 
Lab Hours 3 
Lecturer Assigned Dr. Roziati 
Course Type Core I Elective 
Student Type KBl /P3 /MCS 
No of Weeks 14 Weeks /7Weeks 
Assigned After 6pm? Yes/No 
Concurrent WXET 1101 
Faculty Paper Yes/No 
Table 3.5: Course Offered Information 
If the course is a non-faculty course, it should contains more information as follow: 
Room /Place Kl, FPP 
Day Monday 
Time 10.00 - 11.50 am 
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Generate Timetable 
This function will generate timetable on user's request. The system should generate 
timetable automatically. The timetable generated must satisfy all the timetabling hard 
constraints such as room capacity and the crash of courses, lecturers and rooms. 
View Generated Timetable 
This function allows the coordinator to view and check the timetable after the system 
generates the timetable. 
Change Password 
This function should allow the coordinator to change their authentication password when 
necessary. In order to change their password, they must enter their old password 
correctly. This is the step to ensure that only the valid user can edit the information stored 
in database. 
3.3.1.3 USER MODULE 
The system should allow the users to view their timetable through the Internet. This 
section contains the functions that allow the lecturers and students to view and print 
timetable in various formats. 
View Overall Timetable 
This function allows the lecturers and students to view and print overall timetable. The 
timetable for all programs in FSKTM such as Computer Science first year, PJJ or 
Diploma could be viewed. 
View Timetable By Program J Year 
This function allows the users to view and print timetable for particular program. The 
users must specify the program they want to view such as Computer Science third year. 
View Timetable /Jy ourse 
This function allows the users to view and print timetable for particular course. The users 
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View Timetable By Room 
This function allows the users to view and print timetable for particular room. The users 
must enter the specific room code such as DK.2. 
View Timetable By Lecturer 
This function allows the lecturer to view and print their timetable. Entering the code of 
the lecturer will display a timetable that shows the lecturer's teaching hours. 
3.3.2 NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
A non-functional requirement is a description of other features, characteristics, and 
constraints that define a satisfactory system. These are constraints on the services or 
functions offered by the system. Examples of non-functional requirements include 
performance (throughput and response time), ease of learning and use, budgets, costs, and 
cost savings, timetables and deadline, documentation and training needs, quality 
management, and security. [ 11] 
In order to develop a satisfactory Course Scheduling System, this system should have the 
characteristics of reliability, usability, security, availability and manageability. 
3.3.2.1 RELIABILITY 
The system shall be reliable in performing its functions and operations and shall not cause 
unnecessary and unplanned downtime of the overall environment. In this system, if the 
information provided across the Internet is not reliable, it might cause lecturers or 
students to miss their session. 
3.3.2.2 USABILITY 
The system wil1 be easy to use because users only have to click on the hyperlink or image 
by using the mouse. Interface shall be intuitive and consistent with other modules in this 
system. The use of suitable and meaningful icons will help the users to use the system 
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3.3.2.3 SECURITY 
Only the authenticated users like timetable coordinator or administrator could have the 
access rights to modify or update the date in the database. The authorized users are 
allowed to change their password if they choose to do so. 
3.3.2.4 AVAILABILITY AND MANAGEABILITY 
The system shall be available to lecturers and students to ensure smooth operator and 
management services at any point of time. The system shall be capable of being managed 
and easy to operate. This will make the maintenance and enhancements work simpler and 
not too time consuming. 
3.3.3 RUN-TIME ENVIRONMENT 
The run time environment consists of hardware and software configuration. 
3.3.3.1 SERVER SIDE 
Hardware Requirements 
• A server with at least Pentium 166 Mhz processor 
• At least 64 MB RAM 
• Network Interface Card (NIC) and network connection 
Software Requirements 
• Windows 2000 Professional 
• Internet Information Server 3.0 or higher 
• Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
3.3.3.2 CLIENT SIDE 
Hardware Requirements 
• At least 16MB of RAM 
• Network connection through existing network configuration/LAN or via modem 
Software Requirements 
• Any Web Brow er such as Netscape omrnunicator 
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4.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE DESIGN 
FSKTM Course Scheduling System is formed by three interrelated subsystems as shown 
in Figure 4.1. They are: 
• Interface Subsystem 
• Database Subsystem 
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Figure 4.1: ystem Architecture 
4.1.1 INTERFACE SUBSYSTEM 
This is the subsystem that allows end users to interact with the system. As the subsystem 
is resides on the client side, it could be accessed from any workstation or PC that have 
Internet connection. This subsystem i designed to allow users to input and manage data 
stored in database subsystem, request the system to generate timetable and view or print 
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When the users perform some actions on this subsystem, it will generate ASP requests 
that ask the Web server to react to the users action. Then, the Web server will generate 
corresponding HTML files and display web pages to the users. 
4.1.2 DATABASE SUBSYSTEM 
Database subsystem is resides in the Web server. The database is used to store all the data 
needed by the system. Web server has the responsibility to store or retrieve data from the 
database subsystem. This subsystem will also interact with the scheduling subsystem in 
the timetable generation process. 
4.1.3 SCHEDULING SUBSYSTEM 
This is the subsystem that generates the timetable for the faculty. It includes all of the 
timetabling algorithm models and constraints that will be used to produce the schedules. 
The subsystem will generate timetable on the Web server's request. In the timetable 
generation process, the subsystem will retrieve the necessary data from the database 
subsystem. At the end of the process, the generated timetable will be stored in the 
database subsystem. 
4.2 FUNCTIONAL DESIGN 
There are three modules in FSKTM Course Scheduling System (FCSS). They are: 
• Administration Module 
• Course Scheduling Module 
• User Module 
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I FSKTM Course Scheduling System (FCSS) I 
I 
I Administration Course Scheduling I I User I 
Room Information Course Offered View Overall - ..--- - Maintenance Entries Timetable 
Lecturer H Generate Timetable View Timetable - Information By Program/ - 
Course Information View Generated View Timetable - Maintenance - By Course lo- Timetable 
User Information View Timetable - Maintenance ~ Change Password By Room - 
t. Change Password View Time Table By Lecturer - 
Figure 4.2: Modules in FSKTM Course Scheduling System 
4.2.1 ADMINISTRATION MODULE 
Administrators used this module to manage the data stored in the system. They need to 
enter their user ID and password in order to access this module. Basically, there are five 
sub-modules in this module: 
• Room Information Maintenance 
• Lecturer Information Maintenance 
• ourse Information Maintenance 
• User Information Maintenance 
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4.2.1. t ROOM INFORMATION MAINTENANCE 
Room Information Maintenance 
~, 1 Ir 1r 1r 1 Ir 1J' 
New Add Delete Update Search View 
Figure 4.3: Functions In Room Information Maintenance 
As shown in Figure 4.3, there are six main functions in Room Information Maintenance 
sub-module. The administrators could add, delete, update, search and view rooms' 
information. Moreover, they could get a new form to input data. 
4.2.1.2 LECTURER INFORMATION MAINTENANCE 
Lecturer Information Maintenance 
1 Ir 1 Ir 1r 1r 1r 1r 
New Add Delete Update Search View 
Figure 4.4: Functions In Lecturer Information Maintenance 
As shown in Figure 4.4, there are six main functions in Lecturer Information Maintenance 
sub-module. The administrators could add, delete, update, search and view lecturers' 
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4.2.l.3 COURSE INFORMATION MAINTENANCE 
Course Information Maintenance 
New Add Delete Update Search View 
Figure 4.5: Functions In Course Information Maintenance 
As shown in Figure 4.5, there are six main functions in Course Information Maintenance 
sub-module. The administrators could add, delete, update, search and view courses' 
information. Moreover, they could get a new form to input data. 
4.2.1.4 USER INFORMATION MAINTENANCE 
User Information Maintenance 
•r 1r 1 Ir 1 Ir 1 Ir 1 Ir 
New Add Delete Update Search View 
Figure 4.6: Functions Jn User Information Maintenance 
As shown in Figure 4.6, there are six main functions in User Information Maintenance 
sub-module. The administrators could add, delete, update, search and view users' 
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4.2.1.5 CHANGE PASSWORD 
The administrators could change their authentication password by entering the old 
password correctly. They need to re-confirm the new password to ensure that they type 
the new password correctly. 
4.2.2 COURSE SCHEDULING MODULE 
Timetable coordinators used this module to generate timetable. Similar to Administration 
module, they need to enter their user ID and password in order to access this module. 
Basically, there are .five sub-modules in this module: 
• Course Offered Entries 
• Generate Timetable 
• View Generated Timetable 
• Change Password 
4.2.2.1 COURSE OFFERED ENTRIES 
Course Offered Entries 
,, ,, u ,, ,, ,, 
New Add Delete Update Search View 
Figure 4. 7: Functions Jn ourse Offi red Entries 
As shown in Figure 4.7, there are six main functions in Course Offered Entries sub- 
module. The timetable coordinator could add delete, update, search and view courses 
offered information. Moreover they could got a now form to input data. This sub-module 
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4.2.2.2 GENERA TE TIMETABLE 
Timetable coordinator could generate timetable automatically after inputting the courses 
offered information into the system. The timetable engine will generate the timetable 
automatically. 
4.2.2.3 VIEW GENERA TED TIMETABLE 
Timetable coordinators could view and check the generated timetable. 
4.2.2.4 CHANGE PASSWORD 
The coordinators could change their authentication password by entering the old 
password correctly. They need to re-confirm the new password to ensure that they type 
the new password correctly. 
4.2.3 USER MODULE 
Students and lectures used this module to view and print their personalized timetable. 
They could access this module directly through the Internet without any authentication 
process. Basically, there are five sub-modules in this module: 
• View Overall Timetable 
• View Timetable By Program I Year 
• View Timetable By Course 
• View Timetable By room 
• View Timetable By Lecturer 
4.2.3.1 VIEW OVERALL TIMETABLE 
Students and lecturers could view overall timetable where the timetable will include all 
the programs offered in FSKTM. These programs are Computer Science first year, second 
year, third year, Information Technology first year, second year, third year, Diploma, 
Ma ter and PJJ program. ach time lot in the timetable contains three types of 
information, which are ourso ode, Room ode and Lecturer Code. The details of these 
codes such as our 'C Nome will be shown in the timetable in rdcr for the users to view 
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4.2.3.2 VIEW TIMETABLE BY PROGRAM /YEAR 
Students and lecturers could view the timetable by choosing the program such as 
Computer Science first year. Each of the time slots in this timetable also contains three 
types of information, which are Course Code, Room Code and Lecturer Code. The details 
of these codes will be shown. 
4.2.3.3 VIEW TIMETABLE BY COURSE 
By entering the specific course code, students and lecturers could view the timetable for 
that particular course. The time slots, rooms and lecturers for this course will be shown. 
4.2.3.4 VIEW TIMETABLE BY ROOM 
By entering the specific room code, students and lecturers could view the timetable for 
that particular room. The time slots, courses at particular time slot and lecturers for these 
courses will be shown. 
4.2.3.5 VIEW TIMETABLE BY LECTURER 
By entering the specific lecturer code, users could view the timetable for that particular 
lecturer. The time slots, courses and rooms at particular time slot will be shown. 
4.3 USER INTERFACE DESIGN 
Normally, developers will face with two key issues when design the user interface for a 
computer system: 
• How can information from the user be provided to the computer system? 
• How can information from the computer system be presented to the user? 
This system is designed to have Graphical User Interfaces (GUls). GUls support high- 
resolution color screens and interaction using a mouse as well as a keyboard. The 
advantages of OU Is arc l 121: 
• They arc relatively ·a y to learn and use. ers with no computing experience can 
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• The user has multiple screens (windows) for system interaction. 
• Fast, full-screen interaction is possible with immediate access to anywhere on the 
screen. 
4.3.1 DESIGN PRINCIPLES 
The following general principles were applied in the user interface design for this system: 
• User Familiarity 
Users should not be forced to adapt to an unfamiliar interface. For example, a system 
is designed by using familiar words such as "edit", "add", "delete" and so on. 
• Consistency 
System commands and menus should have the same format. Parameters should be 
passed to all commands in the same way, and command punctuation should be 
similar. 
• Confirmation 
If a user specifies an action, which is potentially destructive, he or she should be 
asked to confirm that this is really what is intended before any information is 
destroyed. For instance, deletion of courses information in administration module will 
be asked to confirm the deletion. 
• Meaningful Error Messages 
The error messages should describe the problem in a language that the user 
understands. 
• Robustness 
The system should be able to protect itself from the user errors that might cause it to 
fail. For example, the system is able to recover and display an error message when the 
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4.3.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF USER INTERFACE 
Some of the characteristics of the user interface design for this system are: 
• Buttons 
Picking a button causes a single action to be initiated. 
• Text Field 
The user inputs a specific piece of data I information within a form. 
• Radio Button I Drop Down List 
Provides some choices for the user to select. 
4.3.3 EXAMPLES OF USER INTERFACE DESIGN 
•
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Figure 4.9: Form Of Room Information Maintenance 
4.4 DATABASE DESIGN 
Database design is the design of the database model that will support the system's 
operations and objectives. The major aims of database design are [13]: 
• To represent the data and the relationships between data required by all modules 
in FCSS and users. 
• To provide a data model that support any transactions required on the data. 
In FCSS, a database is created to store the information about courses, lecturers, rooms, 
users and time slots. Basically, there are seven tables in the database, which are: 
1. Course_ Info 
2. Room_Info 
3. Lecturer Jnfo 
4. ourse _Offered 
5. ourse Lecturer Assigned - - 
6. Time ; lot 
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Figure 4.10 shows the data structure for each table and the relationships between those 



































Figure 4.10: Database's Tables And Relationships 
4.4.1 DATA STRUCTURE 
4.4.1.1 TABLE Course_Info 
Table Course_lnfo is used to store courses' information. Table 4.1 is the data structure 
for table Course_ln/o and the primary key is course code. 
Field Name Data Type Field Size 
Description 
course name Varchar 50 
Course name 
course code Varchar 8 
Course code 
cJass_type Varchar 3 
Lecture (L) or Lab (M) 
course , credit; hour Number Int 
Course credit hour 
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4.4.1.2 TABLE Room Info 
Table Room_Info is used to store rooms' information. Table 4.2 is the data structure for 
table Room_Info and the primary key is room_code. 
Field Name Data Type Field Size Description 
room name Varchar 50 Room name 
room code Varchar 5 Room code 
room_ capacity Number Int Room capacity 
room_type Varchar 3 Room type (Lecture: L, Tutorial: T, 
Lab: M) 
room status Varchar 3 Available for timetable generating? 
(Yes: YorNo: N) 
Table 4.2: Data Structure Of Table Room_lnfo 
4.4.1.3 TABLE Lecturer Info 
Table Lecturer Info is used to store lecturers' information. Table 4.3 is the data structure 
for table LecturerInfo and the primary key is lecturer_code. 
Field Name Data Type Field Size Description 
lecturer name Varchar 50 Lecturer name 
lecturer code Varchar 5 Lecturer code 
Table 4.3: Data Structure Of Table Lecturer Info 
4.4.1.4 TABLE Course_Offered 
Table Course Offered is used to store courses offered information. Table 4.4 is the data 
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Field Name Data Type Field Size Description 
course code Varchar 8 Course code 
course volume Number Int Number of students 
lab Varchar 3 Is there any lab class? ( Yes: Y or 
No:N) 
lab hours Number Int Lab class hours 
course_ type Varchar 3 C: Core or E: Elective 
no Week Varchar 10 14 Weeks or 7 Weeks 
after6 Varchar 3 Assigned after 6pm? (Yes: Y or No: 
N) 
same With Varchar 10 Concurrent course code 
facPaper Varchar 3 Faculty course or Non-faculty 
course (Yes: Y or No: N) 
typel Varchar 10 Student Type 1 ( Eg: KB 1, SPM3 ) 
type2 Varchar 10 Student Type 2 ( Eg: KB 1, SPM3 ) 
type3 Varchar 10 Student Type 3 ( Eg: KB 1, SPM3 ) 
type4 Varchar 10 Student Type 4 ( Eg: KB 1, SPM3 ) 
types Varchar 10 Student Type 5 ( Eg: KB 1, SPM3 ) 
type6 Varchar 10 Student Type 6 ( Eg: KB 1, SPM3 ) 
type7 Varchar 10 Student Type 7 ( Eg: KB 1, SPM3 ) 
type8 Varchar 10 Student Type 8 ( Eg: KB 1, SPM3 ) 
Table 4.4: Data Structure O/Table Course Offered 
4.4.1.5 TABLE Course_Lecturer _Assigned 
Table Course_Lecturer_Assigned is used to store information about lecturers assigned to 
particular course. Table 4.5 is the data structure for table Course Lecturer Assigned and 
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Field Name Data Type Field Size Description 
course code Varchar 8 Course code 
lecturer code Varchar 5 Lecturer code 
Table 4.5: Data Structure Of Table Course Lecturer Assigned 
4.4.1.6 TABLE Time Slot 
Table Time_Slot is used to store time slots information for particular course. Table 4.6 is 
the data structure for table Time Slot and the primary keys are combination of 
course time, course_code and room code. 
Field Name Data Type Field Size Description 
Course time Number Int Time slot eg: Monday 8am: l 
Monday 9am: 2 
Course_code Varchar 8 Course code in this slot 
Lecturer code Varchar 5 Lecturer code I this slot 
room_code Varchar 5 Room code in this slot 
Table 4.6: Data Structure O/Table Time Slot 
4.4.1.7 TABLE User_Login 
Table User Login is used to store users' information, Table 4.7 is the data structure for 
table User Login and the primary key is user_id. 
Field Name Data Type Field Size Description 
user name Varchar 50 Users' full name 
post Varchar 20 Users' post 
user id Varchar 10 JD used to identified the particular 
user - password Varchar JO Password 
- 
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4.4.2 RELATIONSHIPS 
As shown in Figure 4.11, there are two types of relationships between all tables in the 
database. The relationships are one-to-one relationship and one-to-many relationship. The 
following section describes the relationships between each table. 
• Table Course Info And Table Course; Offered 
Relationship between them is one-to-one, where an offered course might has only one 
course details. 
• Table Course_ Offered And Table Course Lecturer Assigned 
Relationship between them is one-to-many, where one course might teach by one or 
more lecturers. 
• Table Course; Offered And Table Time Slot 
Relationship between them is one-to-many, where an offered course might be taught 
at more than one time slot. 
• Table Lecturer Irfo And Table Course Lecturer Assigned 
Relationship between them is one-to-many, where one lecturer might teach more than 
one course. 
• Table Lecturer Info And Table Time_Slot 
Relationship between them is one-to-many, where one lecturer might have many 
teaching time slots. 
• Table Room_Info And Table Time_Slot 
Relationship between them is one-to-many, where one room might be assigned to 
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4.5 DATA FLOW DESIGN 
A Data Flow Diagram ( DFD ) is a tool that depicts the flow of data through a system and 
the work or processing performed by that system. Synonyms include bubble chart, 
transformation graph, and process model. [11] 
DFD is used to represent the input, output data and processes in this system. DFD shows 
how the data flow into the system, how they are transformed and how they leave the 
system. [12] 
Table 4.8 describes symbols used in Data Flow Diagram. 
Symbol Name Description 
Data Flow The direction data flow. It represents an .. 
input of data to a process or the output of 
data (or information) from a process. 
Source I External source interact with the system 
External Agent but outside the system. 
Process Function that transform input to output. 
/" "' 
" ~ 
Data Store A place where multiple data elements are 
I I stored. It is an "inventory" of data. 
Table 4.8: Data Flow Diagram 'ymbol 
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4.5.1 CONTEXT LEVEL DFD 






User Possible Course Timetable 
Figure 4. 11: Context Level DFD 
4.5.2 DIAGRAM 0 DFD 
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4.5.3 DJAGRAM 2 DFD 
Diagram 2 DFD shows the processes for the Administration Module. 
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4.5.4 DIAGRAM 3 DFD 
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4.5.5 DIAGRAM 4 DFD 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
During this stage, the software design is realized as a set of program [10]. The design is 
implemented in the most appropriate languages. In FSKTM Course Scheduling System, 
Web-based interfaces are implemented using HTML. The database implementation is 
achieved using the Microsoft SQL Server 2000. Parts of the applications are the database 
transactions, which are implemented using SQL language. All server side operations are 
implemented using ASP and VBScript while JavaScript is used as the client side scripting 
language. 
5.2 DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 
In development of one system, using the suitable hardware and software will help to 
speed up the entire system development. In below is the hardware and software tools used 
to develop and documented the entire system. 
5.2.1 HARDWARE CONFIGURATION 
This system is developed using the following hardware: 
• Processor - Pentium III 600 MHz 
• Memory - 256 MB RAM 
• Hard Disk - IO .5 GB 
• Network Interface Card (NIC) 
• Standard monitor, mouse and keyboard 
5.2.2 SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION 
This system is developed using the following software: 
• Operating System-Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional 
• Web Server Software - Internet Information Services 5.0 (ITS) 
• Visual Programming Tool for ASP-Macromedia Drearnweaver UltraDev 4.0 
• Database Management ystem - Microsoft Server 2 00 
• Word Processor for system documentation - Microsoft Word 2000 
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5.3 CODING STEP AND METHODOLOGY 
The bottom up approach is used as the coding methodology for this system. This 
approach begins with the coding of the lower level modules first before the higher level 
modules. The higher modules are just skeletons that call the lower modules. 
5.3.1 DATABASE SUBSYSTEM 
Firstly, the system's database is developed according to the database design in Chapter 4. 
The data structure of each table is declared, the primary key is set, and the relationship 
among each table is defined. Then the database is maintained from time to time to add in 
some necessary constraints such as accessibility level for the users of the system. 
5.3.2 INTERFACE SUBSYSTEM 
Secondly, the interface for the system is built. The interface is developed to have 
Graphical User Interfaces (Gills). Gills support high-resolution color screens and 
interaction using a mouse as well as a keyboard. 
5.3.3 SCHEDULING SUBSYSTEM 
Thirdly, functionality is added to the user interfaces by adding in appropriate coding. The 
coding part of the system is begun with the coding of Administration module. In this 
module, there are five sub-modules: 
• Room Information Maintenance 
• Lecturer Information Maintenance 
• Course lnfonnation Maintenance 
• User Information Maintenance 
• Change Password 
Each of it is coded one by one to add in the function like adding new record, editing 
existing record, viewing all records and changing password. 
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• Course Offered Entries 
• Generate Timetable 
• View Generated Timetable 
• Change Password 
Course Offered Entries and Change Password sub-modules are similar to the coding in 
Administration module. A scheduling engine is developed in the Generate Timetable sub- 
module. A lot of efforts and times are spent to complete the coding for the scheduling 
engme. 
Then, the User module is coded. There are five sub-modules in this module: 
• View Overall Timetable 
• View Timetable By Program I Year 
• View Timetable By Course 
• View Timetable By room 
• View Timetable By Lecturer 
Each of it is coded one by one to allow users to view the generated timetable for a 
particular semester according to their preference. 
Lastly, login function is built to ensure the authorized users for the Administration and 
Course Scheduling modules. 
5.4 CODING STYLE 
Coding style and its convention rules is an important attribute to determine the 
maintainability and readability of the source codes and the intelligibility of a program 
unit. The elements of style include internal documentation, methods for data declaration 
and statement construction [12]. The following convention rules of a good programming 
style were adopted when coding the entire system: 
• Proper variables or field naming that does not against reserve words. 
• Meaningful and under tandable function and method declarati ns. 
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• Keep all complex or compound statements as simple as possible to avoid 
confusion. 
• Important comments in the program when necessary for future references. 
5.5 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 
5.5.1 MACROMEDIA DREAMWEA VER ULTRADEV 4.0 
Macromedia Dreamweaver UltraDev is a Rapid Application Development (RAD) tool for 
developing ASP applications. Dreamweaver UltraDev is used as the editor for the entire 
program because it is easy to develop and debug HTML and ASP coding. It provides 
several tools for me to create interactive Web-based user interfaces and ASP coding could 
be added easily to provide functionality to the user interfaces. 
5.5.2 MICROSOFT SQL SERVER 2000 
SQL Server 2000 is used as the Database Management System (DBMS) for this system. 
It allows developer to create easy-to-use database solutions quickly. By using this DBMS, 
database structure, validation rules, defaults, relationships and referential integrity could 
be done easily. It also allows developer to create user defined functions and procedures 
and stored them as a part of the database. 
With SQL Server 2000, the Web server could manipulate data easily and run queries over 
the Web with natural language. This advantage allows this application to be run faster in 
responding to the browser. 
5.6 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE USED 
5.6.1 HTML 
In this system, the Web-based interfaces are created using HT.ML. HTML is the lingua 
franca for publishing hypertext on the World Wide Web. It uses tags like <A> and <JA> 
to structure text into tables, hypertext links interactive forms, headings, paragraphs, lists, 
and more. HTML is useful to create form based data entry f r this application. ·or 
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Figure 5.1: HTML Code for creating data entry form 
1) < form name="addCourseForm" method="post" action="addCourseConfirm.asp" > 
</form> 
2) <input type="text" name="courseName" size="50" maxlength="60" > 
3) <select name="classType"> 
<option value="L" selected>Lecture</option> 
<option value="M">Lab</option> 
</select> 
4) <input type="submit" name="insert" value="lnsert" > 
Command 1) creates a form for the user to add new record in database. 
Command 2) creates a text field for the user to key in Course Name. 
Command 3) creates a drop down list for the user to choose the Class Type of a course. 
Command 4) creates a button and the data will be sent to the server if pressing the button. 
5.6.2 JA V ASCRIPT 
JavaScript is a programming language that allows scripting of events, objects, and actions 
to create Internet applications. In FCSS, JavaScript is used at client side. It is used to 
validate data entered by the user. If invalid data is detected or user does not enter any 
data, a dialog box, similar to Figure 5 .2 is displayed. 
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Besides that, it is also used to confirm the deletion or update from the user. For example, 
coding in Figure 5.3 displays a message box to ask confirmation from the user to delete or 












Figure 5.3: JavaScript Code for confirmotion from the user 
5.6.3 ASP SCRIPT 
In FCSS, VBScript is used as server side scripting language to generate ASP coding. 
There are six built-in objects in ASP, which are: 
• Application object 
• ObjectContext object 
• Request object 
• Response object 
• Server object 
• Session object 
Except for ObjectContext and Application object, the other objects are used frequently in 
Fess application. 
Request Object - Used to retrieve information passed to the Web server by the Web 
browser. For example, the below coding can retrieve input data from the user and the 
Web server could insert this data into database column. 
objRS("coursc_codc,,):.:: Rcquest.Form("course ode") 
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Response Object - Sends text output to the browser and the text is displayed to the user. 
Coding in Figure 5.5 sends a welcome message to the browser. 
Response.Write "Welcome to FSKTM Course Scheduling System" 
Figure 5.5: ASP Code for sending text output to browser using Response object 
Server Object- Manage server objects, HTML streams and URLs. Figure 5.6 shows how 
the Web server creates an connection object. 
set objRS = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Recordset") 
Figure 5.6: ASP Code/or creating connection object using Server object 
Session Object - Store temporary information during a user session. It could store the 
user name and password for the user who login to the system. 
Session("usemame") = rsUsers("user_name") 
Figure 5. 7: ASP Code for storing user name in Session variable 
5.6.4 ADO 
ADO (Active X Data Objects) is a group of objects designed to provide a simple 
programming interface to database. ADO has only six objects and two collections and of 
those, only two main objects are used in FCSS: 
• Connection 
• Recordset 
Connection Object- It represents the actual sc sion established with the database. Open( 
and lose() are the two methods that frequently used. Figure 5.8 sh w h w the 
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set objConn = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
obj Conn. Open strConnect 
obj Conn. Close 
Figure 5.8: Connection Object 
Recordset Object - A Recordset Object represents any group of records - whether it is the 
result of a query or the entire contents of a table. This is the object use for almost all data 
access. For example, view timetable will require this Recordset to get the information 
from database. 
set objRS = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Recordset") 
objRS. Open "Time_ Slot", strConnect 
obj RS. Close 
Figure 5.9: Recordset Object 
5.6.5 SQL 
After establishing a connection with database, SQL (Structured Query Language) 
statements is used to insert, delete and retrieve information from database. The following 
coding is one of the SQL statements in FCSS, where all the rooms' information will be 
retrieved from table Room _Info in database. 
StrQuery = "SELECT "' FROM Room _Info ORDER BY room_ code 
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5.7 SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION 
From time to time, the project status is documented using Microsoft Word 2000. 
Documentation is important to help developer to determine the progress of the project. 
The system documentation includes all of the documents describing the implementation 
of the system from the requirement specification to the final acceptance test plan. There 
are two types of documentation prepared in this system, which are important for future 
maintenance needs in the system. These documents are: 
1. User Manual · 
User manual is a reference guide or tutorial for system users. The manual describes the 
application's purpose and teaches users on how to use the system. This preliminary 
information is especially helpful in reassuring users that the document contains the type 
of information they seek. Special terms, abbreviations, or acronyms used in the manual 
are included for easy reference. 
2. Internal system documentation 
This document contains information that directed someone who wants to read the source 
code of the programs. Thus, summary information is provided to identify the program and 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEM TESTING 
Testing is the act of executing the system to uncover bugs or errors and ensure the system 
meets defined requirements. It involves exercising the program using data like the real 
data processed by the program. Testing may be carried out during the implementation 
phase to verify that the system behaves as intended by its designer and after the 
implementation has completed [12]. 
Different types of testing use different types of test data. There are two types of testing 
that requires different set of test data: 
1. Statistical Testing 
Statistical testing is used to test program's performance and reliability. Tests are designed 
to reflect the frequency of actual user inputs. After running the tests, an estimate of the 
operational reliability of the system can be made. 
2. Defect Testing 
Defect tests are designed to discover system defects. A successful defect test is one that 
reveals the presence of defects in a system. It is intended to find areas where the program 
does not conform to its specification. When defects have been found in a program, these 
must be discovered and removed. Debugging is concerned with locating and correcting 
these defects. 
6.2 TESTING PROCESS 
In FCSS (FSKTM Course Scheduling System), testing process consists of four stages as 
shown in Figure 6.1. In general, defects are discovered at any stage, they require program 
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Figure 6.1 Testing Process in FCSS 
6.2.1 UNIT TESTING 
This stage focuses on the testing of individual subroutines and modules. Individual 
components are tested to ensure that they operate correctly. Each component is test d 
independently, without other system component [12]. 
In FCSS, code review had been done to make sure that the code had considered all the 
relevant cases. FCSS is divided into three modules and each module contains many sub- 
modules and functions, called units. Each of this unit is tested one by one to ensure its 
functionality. 
For example, Course Information Maintenance sub-module consists of functions for 
adding record, editing existing record and viewing record. Unit testing involves finding 
out the fault in these units and make sure the data structure is correct. For instance, a 
record of course is added to check whether the record cou]d be stored in database. Besides 
that, user interface is checked to ensure smooth operation. 
6.2.2 INTEGRATION T ~ TIN 
When individual components arc w rking correctly and meet the objectives, there are 
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where each component belongs to a layer of the design [JO]. One popular approach for 
merging components to test the larger system is called bottom-up testing. Each 
component at the lowest level of the system hierarchy is tested individually first. Then, 
the next components to be tested are those that call the previously tested ones. This 
approach is followed repeatedly until all components are included in the testing. 
For example, in Administration module, each unit function in Course Information 
Maintenance such as add, update, delete and view is tested independently. Then, these 
functions are combined and the entire Course Information Maintenance sub-module is 
tested. The testing process is repeated to other sub-modules in Administration module. 
After testing all of the sub-modules and there are no errors found, these sub-modules are 
integrated as one and it is tested to ensure its functionality. (Figure 6.2) 
Test Adding 
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Test Viewing Test Room Record Information 
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6.2.3 SYSTEM TESTING 
System testing is actually a series of different tests whose primary purpose is to fully 
exercise the computer-based system. Although each test has a different purpose, all work 
should verify that aJI system elements (software, hardware, interfaces) have been properly 
integrated and perform allocated functions. There are four types of system level testing 
that can be performed. 
• Recovery Testing 
• Security Testing 
• Stress Testing 
• Performance testing 
In this stage, the testing process is concerned with finding errors that result from 
unanticipated interactions between sub-systems and system components. It is also 
concerned with validating that the system meets its functional and non-functional 
requirements. 
Performance testing such as quality tests and timing tests is done during this stage. 
Quality tests evaluate the FCSS's reliability, maintainability and availability. Timing tests 
evaluate the requirements dealing with time to response to a user and time to perform a 
function. 
6.2.4 REGRESSION TESTING 
The purpose of testing process is to identify faults in the system. After the discovery of 
faults, the developer wiJJ correct the faults as soon as possible. Then, 
UniVintegration/system tests are repeated after a change has been made to the code. 
liowever, correcting faults during the testing process can introduce new faults while 
fixing old ones. 
R.egression testing identifies new fault that may have been introduced as current ones are 
being corrected. A regression test is a test applied to a new version or release to verify 
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In FCSS, faults found were corrected and the unit, integration and system testing were 
repeated. Finally, a fully integrated and functioning system is produced and will be test 
for acceptance. 
6.2.5 ACCEPTANCE TESTING 
This is the final stage in the testing process before the system is accepted for operational 
use (12]. FCSS is tested with data from FSKTM where course, room and lecturer in 
FSKTM are used to make sure this application could be accepted by FSKTM. 
6.3 DEBUGGING THE SYSTEM 
Testing process helps developers to discover failure in the system. Then, developers must 
correct the faults so that the system could operate correctly without failure. Debugging is 
the process of finding the faulty code responsible for failed tests. It helps developer to 
determining what fault or faults caused the failure, and then corrections are made to the 
system so the faults are removed. 
In FCSS, debugging process was done using Microsoft Script Debugger. Normally, 
failure was cause by algorithmic faults that occur when a components' algorithm or logic 
does not produce the proper output for a given input because something is wrong with the 
Processing steps. These faults are sometimes easy to spot just by reading through the 
Program (call desk checking) or by submitting input data from each of the different 
classes of data that we expect the program to receive during its regular working. Typical 
algorithmic faults in FCSS include 
• branching too soon 
• branching too late 
• testing for the wrong condition 
• forgetting to initialize variables or set loop invariants 
• forgetting to test for a particular condition (such as when division by zero might 
occur) 
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With the help from the script debugger software, these faults are corrected eventually and 
the system could run as expected. 
6.4 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
It is impossible to produce systems of any size, which do not need to be changed. Over 
the lifetime of a system, its original requirements will be modified to reflect changing 
user and customer needs. Maintenance activities are similar to those of development: 
analyzing requirements, evaluating system and program design, writing and reviewing 
code, testing changes and updating documentation. 
Maintenance focuses on four major aspects of system evolution simultaneously: 
• Maintaining control over the system's day to day functions. 
• Maintaining control over system modifications. 
• Perfecting existing acceptable functions. 
• Preventing system performance from degrading to unacceptable levels. 
There are four different types of software maintenance: 
1. Corrective maintenance is concerned with fixing reported errors in the software. 
2. Adaptive maintenance means changing the software to some new environment such 
as different hardware platform or for use with a different operating system. 
3. Perfective maintenance involves implementing new functional or non-functional 
system requirements. 
4. Preventive maintenance involves changing some aspect of the system to prevent 
failures. 
6.4.1 MAINTENANCE PROCESS IN FCSS 
In genera], maintenance process is carried out after the system is being run and tested 
fully by the user in the real working environment. Since this system has just been 
developed and ha not been fully run in the working environment in FSKTM, this phase 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 
System evaluation is the process of identifying the system strength and limitations, and 
possible enhancements of the FCSS application. The process also helps developer to 
identify problems faced and solutions to those problems during the development of the 
application. Through the evaluation process, developer could determine how far the 
system has achieved its objectives and fulfill the users requirements. 
7.2 SYSTEM STRENGTH 
I. Wide accessibility 
FCSS is a web-based application that provides wide accessibility to the users and allows 
them to access the system virtually from anywhere through the Internet. Client side 
software only requires the installation of a web browser to access the system. 
Furthermore, browsers are already available across all platforms and allow users to access 
to the system easily. 
2. User Friendly Interface 
The system's interface is interesting due to the using of graphical user interface ( Ul) 
concept The interface uses menus, buttons, scrollbars and text boxes, which make the 
system relatively easy for users to learn and use. Users should find the system user- 
friendly and interesting, without needing much skill on handling it. It er ate no 
difficulties to novice who is unskilled in using the keyboard and mouse. 
3. Security System 
Only authorized users who have login authentication is a1Iowed to manipulate and make 
changes on the database information. Users must login using their password if they want 
to access Administration and Course Scheduling modules. The administrator and 
tirnetable coordinator could change their password by entering the old password correctly. 
4. Automated scheduling process 
The scheduling process in FCS is automated where the scheduling engine could generate 
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allocate time slot for courses. The generation of schedule with the system is very fast and 
user does not need to spent much time on clerical work involve in scheduling. 
5. Validation of data input 
Users' input is validated and verified through using client side scripting and server side 
scripting. The purpose of data validation is to ensure that every database field is filled 
correctly. 
6. Various Timetable View 
Students not only could view the overall timetable, they also could view their timetable 
by their degree program. Besides that, students and lecturers could view their timetable 
by a particular course, by lecturer and by room. 
7. Retrieving and manipulating records 
The application allows efficient ways in retrieving relevant and necessary records on the 
screen. It is easy on manipulating records found in the databa e uch a adding n w 
records, editing and deleting existing records. 
7.3 SYSTEM LIMITATION 
1. Timetable print out 
FCSS does not provide facility on printing the timetable on w b. This is not ffective a 
users have to copy the timetable manually. 
2. Schedule courses by lecturer 
There is no lecturer section in this system. Lecturers are not permitted to undertake 
scheduling of courses assigned to them. ecturer is not alJowed to choose and set their 
preferable teaching time. 
3. Help facility 
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4. Browser Limitation 
For fully utilize FCSS, the browser used in the client side (IE or Netscape) must at least 
version 3.01 or above. This is because browser with version below 3.0 may not support 
some of the client side functions and commands, such as client side data validation 
implemented using JavaScript. 
5. Database management limitation 
There is no proper management on database file, where no functions were created in the 
application to backup and to compact the database. 
7.4 FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
1. Printable Timetable 
FCSS could provide the functionality that allows users to print out the timetable. 
2. Lecturer Section 
Lecturer module might be added to give permission to lecturers to undertake scheduling 
of courses assigned to them. It means that lecturers are allowed to review and select their 
preferable and not preferable teaching time slot. 
3. Help Facility 
The system could provide help feature to guide user on how to use the system. The help 
facility could assists users by explaining the timetabling process, the ways of adding, 
editing and deleting data. Users could access to help facility by clicking the "Help" 
button. 
4. Database Management 
The application should give users fully control over the database used, where they can do 
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7.5 PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 
Various problems were faced during the development ofFCSS. However, these setbacks 
were eventually solved or reduced. The problems and solutions are described below. 
7.5.1 HOW WIDE OF THE SYSTEM SCOPE TO BE BUILT 
It is impossible to build a full-scale complete system because of time limitation. 
Therefore, I have to determine the system scope that must be encountered in order to 
fulfill the users requirements. A good schedule should meet all the scheduling hard 
constraints and maximize the fulfillment of scheduling soft constraints. It is very 
important to defined the system scope clearly so that a good schedule could be produce 
by the system. 
Many discussions had been carried out with my project supervisor to outline the scope of 
the project to be built. After the scope has been defined, analysis of the system was done 
and the development of the system started. 
7.5.2 DIFFICULTY IN DESIGNING A GOOD DATABASE 
Due to the complicated of timetable in this faculty, it is very difficult to design a go d 
database to store information needed in scheduling process. There are many special cases 
in FSKTM such as particular courses might have two lecturers. So, the database must be 
designed to store all information for each special case. 
With the guidance from project supervisor and some examples from reference books, a 
suitable database design was created to manage all the information. 
7.5.3 DIFFICULTY IN CHOOSING A SUITABLE SYSTEM 
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 
There are too many system development tools available for developing a web-based 
application. ho sing uitablc tools is very important because the use of suitable tools 
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To determine the suitable tools, I have seek for advises from my course mates and senior 
who have experience in developing web-based application. Besides, surfing through the 
Internet and visiting the library help clarify some doubt. Finally, I managed to choose the 
suitable tools and programming language that could be use to develop this application. 
7.5.4 DIFFICULTY IN CHOOSING TIMETABLING ALGORITHM 
As stated in Chapter 2, there are a lot of timetabling algorithms that could be used to 
schedule courses. Due to the unfamiliarity with those algorithms, I faced with the 
problem on choosing the timetabling algorithm for FCSS. 
I have visited the library and found information about those algorithms. Then, I tried to 
understand those algorithms. Finally, heuristics and graph coloring method is choosing. 
7.5.5 TIME CONSTRAINT 
There was not enough time to study, learn and produce the best solution of design in 
Semester 1. Mainly, this was cause by inexperience and in ufficient knowledge of 
designing a system. Furthermore, time is needed to study and explor ASP language 
HTML and SQL Server 2000 before knowing how to apply these technologies and 
languages in the process of developing and solving problems. 
Thus, I have made a lot of reference to those who are familiar with these languages and 
technologies. In addition, I read reference books to catch up on how to build a good 
system using these language and technologies. 
7.6 EVALUATION ON OBJECTIVES ACHIEVED 
Basically, the developed system has achieved most of its main objective defined during 
the analysis phase and has met the functional and non-functional requirements. 
ln •CS , it allows the administrators to input related information into the system. The 
information includes courses' information, lecturers' information, rooms' information and 
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the timetable coordinator to input courses offered and assigned lecturers to those courses 
for a corresponding semester. Then the system could generate courses timetable 
automatically and publish the timetable on the web. Students and lecturers could view 
their timetable through the Internet. 
In conclusion, FSKTM Course Scheduling System has achieved the following objectives: 
I. Reducing the time and effort for generating a course schedule in FSKTM. It could 
speed up the generation of course schedule in our faculty. 
2. Intelligent and flexible enough to overcome variety of schedule constraints 
encountered in real-life problems such as students timing conflict and rooms 
allocation. The system could produce schedules that are feasible and with sufficient 
quality to be used. 
3. All timetables are automatically generated. 
4. FCSS is user-friendly and convenient: easy to use and the users could view timetable 
at any places, any time through the Internet. 
5. It is standard and easy enough for the administrators and timetable coordinators to be 
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7.7 PROJECT CONCLUSION 
As a conclusion of this project, FCSS has fulfilled the requirement to deliver the system 
in time and achieved most of the objectives and requirements as determine during 
analysis phase. 
Throughout this project, I have learned and gained a lot of valuable knowledge and 
experience. During the period of system development, I become clearer on how to 
establish the connection to database, maintaining and configuring database, how Internet 
technologies and ASP concepts work, and also how to configure ITS as the Web server 
software. Besides that, I have gained a lot of experience in system analysis, planning, 
design, implementation and testing. In addition, skills in using software such as 
Macromedia UltraDev 4.0, Visual InterDev, Microsoft FrontPage 2000 and Adobe 
Photoshop have been acquired. 
During the project development, programming skills and good practice on software 
engineering techniques are essential and must also be applied in an effi iency way. 
Therefore, this project has provided the good chances to experienc using the method 
techniques, paradigms, and approaches that learned from System Analysis & De ign and 
Software Engineering courses in the second year and third year study respectively. 
The scope of this system was defined through waterfall model with prototype· this make 
the system most expandable in terms of functionality. Thus, enhancement could still made 
to this system with more features added. Lastly, hoping that the features and benefits of 
this system will enable the course scheduling process to become more effective, 
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GLOSSARY 
Active Server Pages (ASP) 
Is a HTML page that includes scripts both for client-side and server-side that are 
processed (only server-side scripts) on the Web server before they are sent to the user. It 
is somewhat similar to a Common Gateway Interface (CGI) application. 
ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) 
It is an application· program interface (API) from Microsoft. It lets programmers writing 
Windows applications and get access to relational and non-relational databases from both 
Microsoft and other database providers. 
Browser 
Also known as client browser. It is an application program that provides a way to look at 
and interact with all the information on the World Wide Web by doing the requesting 
connection to the web server. 
Client/Server 
The relationship between two computer programs in which one program, the client 
makes a service request from another program, the server, which fulfills the request. 
Common Gateway Interface (CGI) 
CGJ is a standard way (usually in UNIX platform) that defines how web servers can 
access external programs for execution to return or insert data in the format of web page. 
Database 
A collection of related information stored in a structured and organized way. Using this 
structured collection, standard methods of retrieval like using Structured Query Language 
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DFD (Data Flow Diagram) 
Is used to represent the input, output data and processes in an application. 
Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) 
Use computational models of evolutionary processes as key elements in the design and 
implementation of computer-based problem solving systems. 
Genetic Algorithms 
It is a solution technique for optimization problems. 
Graph Coloring 
Is one of the classical NP-complete problems on graphs. 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
It is an interface between a user and the computer. GU1s, generally, requires a mouse-a 
type of pointing device. All GUI-based programs usually look similar with pull-down 
menus, scroll bars, etc. 
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) 
The set of "markup" symbols or codes inserted in a file intended for display on a World 
Wide Web Browser. 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) 
HTTP is a set of rules for exchanging files (text, graphic images, sound, video, and other 
multimedia files) on the World Wide Web. 
Integer Programming (IP) 
IP is a linear programming problem in which some or all of the variables to be optimized 
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Internet 
A worldwide system of linked computer networks for data communication services such 
as World Wide Web and electronic mail. The Internet is a way of connecting existing 
computer networks that greatly extends the reach of each participating system. 
Internet Information Server (IIS) 
Software that provides a group of Internet services (Web or HTTP, FTP, and Gopher) and 
other capabilities for Microsoft Windows NT Operating System. 
JavaScript 
An interpreted programming or script language from Netscape. It is somewhat similar in 
capability to Microsoft Visual Basic, Sun's Tel, the UNIX-derived Perl, and IBM's 
REXX. 
Java Server Pages (JSP) 
It is a HTML page that includes scripts both for client-side and server-side that are 
processed (only server-side scripts) on the Web server before they are sent to the u er. It 
is somewhat similar to a Common Gateway Interface (CGI) application. 
Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) 
A standard or open application program interface (API) for accessing a database. 
Primary Key 
The field (or fields) that uniquely identify a record in a table. 
Relationship 
Associations between two tables. NonnaJly, there are common field (or fields) that 
identify how the tables are connected. 
tructurcd Query Language ( QL) 
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VBScript 
Language that is closely related to the BASIC programming language. 
Waterfall Model 
A systematic sequential approach to software development modeled after a conventional 
engineering cycle. 
Web Server 
A program that, using the client/server model and the World Wide Web's Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol (HTTP), serves the files that forms Web pages to Web users (whose 
computers contain HTTP clients that forward their requests). 
World Wide Web (WWW) 
It a popular hypertext-based system of transmitting textual and multimedia-based 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 ABOUT FCSS (FSKTM COURSE SCHEDULING SYSTEM) 
FCSS (FSKTM Course Scheduling System) is an automated Web-based course 
scheduling system developed for FSKTM (Faculty of Computer Science And Information 
Technology). The purpose of FCSS is to reduce the time and effort needs for generating a 
timetable in FSKTM. It could generate timetable automatically for a particular semester 
and publish the timetable on the Web. 
1.2 GETTING STARTED WITH FCSS 
FCSS is a Web-based application that could be accessed through the Internet. The users 
just have to type the address of the site in the web browser to access the system. 
However, before using this system, users must make sure that the hardware and software 
requirement meet the following criteria in order to utilize this system. 
1.2.1 SERVER SIDE RUN TIME ENVffiONMENT 
Hardware Requirements 
The hardware required for running FCSS are: 
• A server with at least Pentium 166 Mhz processor 
• At least 6411B RAM 
• Network Interface Card (NIC) and network connection 
Software Requirements 
The software required for running FCSS are: 
• Microsoft Windows 2000 
• Internet Information Server 3.0 or higher 
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1.2.2 CLIENT SIDE RUN TIME ENVffiONMENT 
Hardware Requirements 
The hardware required for accessing FCSS through the Internet are: 
• At least 16MB of RAM 
• Network connection through existing network configuration/LAN or via modem 
Software Requirements 
The software required for accessing FCSS through the Internet are: 
• Any Web Browsers such as Netscape Communicator 
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.01 or above (recommended) 
1.2.3 WHO IS GOING TO USE THIS FCSS 
The users of FCSS could be divided into three categories, which are: 
I. Administrator 
Administrator could access Administration module to manage cour e room lecturer 
and user information. They have to use their usemame and pa sword to login to the 
system for this purpose. 
2. Timetable Coordinator 
Timetable coordinator could access Course Scheduling module to input curse 
offered, assign lecturer for those offered course and generate timetable. They have t 
use their usemame and password to login to the system for this purpose. 
3. Students and lecturers 
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1.2.4 HOW TO ACCESS FCSS 
To use FCSS, the users need to start their Web browser. Then type the FCSS's web site 
address on the browser's address combo box and press enter. The web address would 
probably sound as follow: 
http://fsktm.um.edu.my/FCSS/Home.html 
Figure I. I shows the main page for FCSS. 
' ' .. ' . . . ~to'·-~-- .... - ... --:-· ... ~,...--· . .,..- ....... -~.~--·~--·.,....- ... ""-"_ .. ,.._ .....  -,. .... -~--- .... ~- ... - .. -- .. - 
.... FSKTM COVRsE''SCJ!EDULING SYSTEM 
A<l1111t11>h.;l1011 
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1.3 OVERVIEW OF FCSS 
Figure 1.2 shows the overall functions of FCSS. 
I FSKTM Course Scheduling System I 
I I 
I Administration I I Course Scheduling I I User l 
Room Information ......._ Course Offered View Overall ,___ - Maintenance Entries Timetable 
Lecturer H Generate Timetable View Timetable '--- t-- Information By Program I 
Course - View Generated View Timetable - - Information Timetable Bv ourse 
User Information View Timetable - Change Password ,___ Maintenance BvR om 
H Change Password View Time '--- Table By 
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2.0 SYSTEM FEATURES 
The module in FCSS can be divided into three, which are Administration module, Course 
Scheduling module and User module. 
2.1 ADMINISTRATION MODULE 
Administration module allow administrator to manage and maintain room, lecturer, 
course and user information store in database. There are five sub-modules in this section, 
which are: 
• Room Information Maintenance 
• Lecturer Information Maintenance 
• Course Information Maintenance 
• User Information Maintenance 
• Change Password 
2.1.1 LOGIN 
1. From the FCSS Home Page (Figurel.1 ), click on Administration and you will get a 
login form. (Figure 2.1) 
2. To logon to Administration module, you have to key in your user name and password 
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. ·. ~ ... -:": . ..:. .... ~..:.~,:-· . ..::.~..:·~~ . .......:~:·~-·~ .. ~-~-:-:-::; .... ~--:·~-. ,;~-_.....- . ._ .. ..: ... - .. ~-·-7-:-- ... ~ --::--_ - .. :~--: . : 
. .:FS:f\:Tl\.1 COUR$ESCHEPULING SYSTEM . . 
Lq~n .· 
' ·/*•c.itsc '~0ter'yo~ ~s~namc an~ ~~as5W0td t() lo3ui tO the system. 
-U~cr iiamc ; Juser 
P~swotcl : · -:'_ 'Fl 
-~·Ree'•'I · e.,, 
Figure 2.1 Login Form 
3. A successful logon will bring you to administration module (Figure 2.2) . 
. <62 
~------ --------------- 
·COURSE SCHEDULING SYSTEM 
ADMINISTRATION A~tration 
.· 11fw-Tpf9gn~~Qn . · 
, M'ajpte!IMCO . . " , 
·• l.<Mr InfomwiQA ,. 
.' , • ·. MaintenanC~ · · 
Wc~omc t<> Administnllion Module. 
You might maintain and mana,gc room, It:~, co'llNe and user 
infomialion store m <btabasc. 




· · · .. 'Cb~ Pesnvoa! 
: ·E.fit.l!I 
Please cheese the ~propcialc opli()tl from the lift to begin d;lc 
maintenance tulc. 
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2.1.2 ROOM INFORMATION MAINTENANCE 
This section allows administrator to maintain and manage the information about lecture 
halls, tutorial rooms and laboratories in the faculty. Three functions can be found in this 
sub-module, which are: 
• Add New Record 
• Edit Existing Record 
• View All Record 
Following the steps below to begin the maintenance task: 
I. From the menu list on the left hand side (Figure 2.2), choose Room Information 
Maintenance and you will be directed to the sub-module (Figure2.3). 
·:1 
· ... · ·• . . . . ~ COURSE SCHEDULING SYSTEM 





··Maint=e · .. 
. s;owi~Inf~ 
. MaintC!)AnO£ · . 




·Room IDronnadon Malnit:nancc 
. This •cction allo:-vs a,diiiinislntor to maintain and IXIA!lft&C lhc in£b!t!lltion about 
lecture halls, tutorial tooms and Jaboratarics in 1hc Ca,C'\llly. Please chl>osc tho 
', .-wropriatc option ~the list below to begin 1hc ~e wk. 
.IHtti"' 
. , Ad<l Ncw.&;cord 
•"'"-_...:.,._ .. _ 
fifoc;.;'°';~ .... r·;i·:;.,....r· ~~,...···:r:··~..,.....,. .. "'t-·--,~· ---·--·-·-r-r 
"' < ' ' I '· I I 
figure 2.3 Main Page for Room Information Maintenance 
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: .RooniTnforinatio~ · 
¥aintcinancc · · · 
:_~__......~-----·~~~-...--~~ 
. :MdNewRe~ord·; · ·E4it~iiwiRc~ord ·View All Record 
Figure 2.4 Add New Record in Room Information Maintenance 
3. Input necessary data. Follow description in Table 2.1 when input the data. Press 
Insert. Record will be inserted into database and a confirmation will be hown. 
(Figure 2.5) 
. . . ...•. ---&·· ~O~E SCHEDULING SYSTEM 
.;_..,i:. :.-..:- 61".,.;,,. .. ,.-·-·-·~·; ~.- -·-·· - "'1-..L....·---- --- --· - -·-~··-·-~ 
Room Intonnadon Mabrtman« 
Ad&~ Room ln!Qn11alion A4minj•lrlltion 
' Roo~tifomiatlon 
~aititeMnoc 




. '•I .. 
, .lls~t' Infonna~on 
Mwn_.c 
Qbr!Wihl 
'' lfl.i.11" ' 
the foDowfna .-ecord is inseiud mcce,sfllll;r. 
RoomN~ :DewanXuliah 1 
Room Code : DK 1 
Room Capacily · 200 
Room Type : Lecture 
Available for uae : Y e1 
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Field Description 
Room Name Specify room name. E.g.: Dewan Kuliah 1 
Room Code Specify room code. E.g.: DKl 
Room Capacity Specify how many students can be allocated in the 
room. E.g.: 200 
Room Type Specify whether the room is Lab or Lecture Hall 
Available for use Specify whether the room is available for automatic 
timetable generation. E.g.: non-faculty room will not be 
assigned during timetable generation process. 
Table 2.1: Room Information 
4. Click on Edit Existing Record if you want to update or delete a record in the database. 
You will get a form to search for the record you want to edit. (Figure 2.6) 
. . ~: COURSE SCHEDULING SYSTEM 
' . ·.~~-··--:-.....:..;......---~.:.·~-----------~------ 
.1......:.· ' AUI!/U.nrtralloit 
:·· Ro~m !of~~on 
Mairitenatice 
· Lecwf~ Wonnllion . · 
Malntt@l:C 
.QoW!e w~atiM 
· Maintcnanc~ , 
•'.(· 
., ,, 
Room Inronnadon M.atntCDllllce 
Editinit Room Informacion 
Please enter the roOtQ Information that you want to edit. 
Room Code OK1 
Or 
Uw 1*1J!l!.ti2n . . 11 
·.,M!!inte®oco .'· 1 • 1 • 
. ChaoAA Pupword 
. IH!i41" ' I· 
Room Name 
Edit ExiJ1ina Record View All RccO(d 
Figure 2.6 Search an existing record for update or delete 
5. Input either Room ode or R om Name for the record you want to edit and press 
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: . Room Won:natiori 
. I,ecturer Wognation 
,Mlli@mlince. ·. 
· .Coune !nf@tion 
M#nanc~ .. 
. Us~ Jnfowa!ioo 
. Mamtroance · · · 
· · S:h~e Password 
· Room InfonnatJon :MaJntuaan~ 
Editina Room Womation 
•, ' . 
' ' 
This ii'the roOlll ~~~rd ,:Ou want to adi~ ·· 
. loewa,n Kullch 1 
IDKl 
' Roo111Jf aine 
Room Code 
···. Ro~~~apacil). · 
' .,, •,:. 
Room ~e I Lecture '2) 
A~ablc for use f Ye; EJ 
: Update ''I ''oetete I 
' ' ' -- .. ·"'""""----=- --- .. -..,...... ... -_..,......., ... . ~--- 
' .· , · . , ·.·· · ·. M<!New:RecOfd ' Mt!lxiWBRmr? · ViewAilRg~ocd .::I 
l
l:.'1i .,. ;.... ·t.~; : ::., .. :-:_·,!,... : ·~ ··:·.: • :'i~.>ro··l.-' ,..,~ ·.- "'-· "'~.i. : ·:"~-':'f' ·- '"··~ l..a-;'"'"'I',···- -~ ·- • rr -.w -~- _ -- · , 
'l!.l~ii.:'.'':".' .1,i,,, '. ':":'. : ,, , , , ' , ,, , ' AliltLDCAtlhtrlltlet 
Figure 2. 7 Edit Existing Record 
6. Change the data and press Update or press Delete if you want to delete the record 
from the database. A confirmation will be displayed after the updating pr ces or 
deletion process. (Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9) 
·.· ., · -s COURSE SCHEDULING SYST~M 
' ' 
• ':'"'" ..... ,,-.. -··· ..... ..., •.• _ .•• - .. :"""-.'I'"-· ... _ .• -·-· ....... -. -· ·-- ... - ..... _ -- .. -- .. -~ .. ---·- 
Room lnro.rrnadon Mal:nttttance 
1£diUni: Room InfOJ111alfan , Adminj•tmtion 
Roo~ Jnfonnation 
Mainta,iance 









Thb ir the ~dated record: 
Room ~lllle : Dewan Kuliah I 
RoomCode:Dltl 
Room Capacity: 250 
Room Type : LeC!UrO 
Available for use , Yer 
-- -··---- -· - ----- ~------· 
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·.·.~··· cotJRSE ScJlEi>ULI!llG svsrEM · .. 
r.1: '.. ..;,..., ··: ~ ~ ·-··· · .,.;.--.~ -·1·•·.".;1 • .,-·,,.:-;:~ ·..: ,.,..;.:,,,;,:.-..:~: •• :.:., - -.~:· •• .. :.. ~ ·- .. ··--~ .,.. .. -. .. :•-~ - ""-·-~--- ~ __ - -...- .. - __ ..; 
·Room·Infonnadon MaJntmantt 
· EditillaRoominfomiatlon Adfninistrnbon . 
. Ro~ 1nfonnalion· 
· M;aint:Cnarice 
. tcewi-er lp(ortMt.i~Q •·•. ·¥W!enoo6~ · ·· 
. :dour$~ !iifodn$tion. · · 
' Mairitcnanc~ · · 
. w~r inf(lmiaiioe 
·. J:4aintenan~g 
' ' I ' • ' ' 
> Ch"We P~nw~st .· 
.. The recliiu~ die ronciwhta details i~ deleted sw:ce-sfully. 
. R2oml:'T11111C:PcwanKuliah 1 
. toom'c.<?~e :DK J .. 
· : ,RoOm. Capacity :' 250 
· • ,'.;llo~ 'fype : ~c~ · 
· A~ble for u"; : Y "'' 
..... , . 
'• . ' ' --··-·-~------ ... --.--,, . ...__.__ .. _ _...._._, .. _ 
View All Ro cord 
',I 
Figure 2.9 Confirmation after deleting a record 
7. Click on View All Record if you want to view all records store in database. You will 
have the chance to view all rooms' record. (Figure 2.10) 
,. . ' 
............ ;.-~·:tt.···~-"''i\' -~ 
' (,,' ' ' \I 
Reem lnf'onn.ation Maintman~ 
Viawiiic Room Inf o.nnatiott 
,··,: I 
I 
- ··----- ~ - _ ·-~--.....- _ _._ ··------ - ··---- 
il -..r-r 
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2.1.3 LECTURER INFORMATION MAINTENANCE 
This section allows administrator to maintain and manage the information about lecturers 
in the faculty. Three functions can be found in this sub-module, which are: 
• Add New Record 
• Edit Existing Record 
• View All Record 
Following the steps below to begin the maintenance task: 
1. From the menu list on the left hand side (Figure 2.2), choose Lecturer Information 
Maintenance and you will be directed to the sub-module (Figure2.1 l ) . 
. ·' . .' .. 
, ·•· . ·~··· COURSESCHEDULINGSYST•M 
. ,_. --:--.-·-:.:--w.;..--- .. -:-:~ ....... -1 ... --'"I----.---------·------------ 
. Administtati2ri, .. . ,.,. 




. !i2iirte W'Ocmaiion . 
·· Maint~cs . . 
UfoJn(o~tiQD 
·M.~ct 
. ' Chisei~ P!ssword 
.• ;.in+ 
Ledurer.Inronnation M11htCMllll« 
This section allows adnlioistrator to maintain and lllllnl&C the information about 
lecturers io the faculty. Pleuc choose the appropriate optiQll &om 'the lilt below 
to begit), the ~c taslc. 
Acid New Record 
n .. -~.'T ..... ..,.""-"".··~-_...,. .. ,... .... ~ .... -~ ... -_...,..._ ... , ....... _,,._,.._,.,..... __ , __ ,, , ... __ ._~r --· .d 
!~.~ i,,'. 1· ,· ·, ' 1 -, · I Lo(Ml'U-. 
Figure 2.11 Main Page for Lecturer Information Maintenance 
2. Refer to section 2. 1.2 (Room Information Maintenance) for Add New Record, Edit 
xi ting Record and View All Record about lecturers. 
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Field Description 
Lecturer Name Specify lecturer name. E.g.: Pn Norizan Mohd Yasin 
Lecturer Code Specify lecturer code. E.g.: NMY 
Table 2.2: Lecturer Information 
2.1.4 COURSE INFORMATION MAINTENANCE 
This section allows administrator to maintain and manage the general information about 
courses for all program in FSKTM. Three functions can be found in this sub-module, 
which are: 
• Add New Record 
• Edit Existing Record 
• View All Record 
Following the steps below to begin the maintenance task: 
1. From the menu list on the left hand side (Figure 2.2), choose ourse Information 
Maintenance and you will be directed to the sub-module (Figure2.12). 
/I J ~ 
r 
·~: . · . ~~·· : ..... COURSE SCHEDULING SYSTEM 
' J.j 
• ''•. ' I•, ' 
I• •' i°:'.'• .' ' . ' . 
,·1 •..• ~ ... --~--.....,____ -· 
· . Ac!tijir)isii@lion 
.Mom W20na'tion · 
·u~··, ..,..~s .. 
Lecturer fufonnAtion 
Maintennni:e 
. yolitn I,nf<>rtnalion · 
1.U~c 
Thir scc1io11 al(ows adminiltr11<>.r to malntaio 1111d manqe Iha gencnl infomwioo 
about courses for all proaram. Please choose the ~ropriatc option frOlll the list 
below to begin the m*'nlcnancc t.uk. 





,..... -- .. -~-----------~- 
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2. Refer to section 2.1.2 (Room information Maintenance) for Add New Record, Edit 
Existing Record and View All Record about courses. 
3. Follow description in Table 2.3 when input the data. 
Field Description 
Course Name Specify course name. E.g.: Kejuruteraan Perisian 
Course Code Specify course code. E.g.: WXES3204 
Credit Hour Specify credit hour for the course. E.g.: 3 
Class Type Specify whether the course is Lab or Lecture class. 
Table 2.3: Course Information 
2.1.5 USER INFORMATION MAINTENANCE 
This section allows administrator to maintain and manage the information about users for 
Administration and Course Scheduling modules. Three functions can be found in thi 
sub-module, which are: 
• Add New Record 
• Edit Existing Record 
• View AJI Record 
Following the steps below to begin the maintenance task: 
1. From the menu list on the left hand side (Figure 2.2), choose Room Information 
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r•".'·-~·- .. _.r; .. ~·-.; - .. - ··-•··· ,-,.... . .:. - - ;,...,,:.. __ , .. , .. .:.... -···-""-- .. , - .. --·· --··r -- --···-...- .. -"-···--- - .. 
. ·:. ".' : 
, User Information . 
Maintenanc~ 
·. C!i!!l8c Password ... ;.• 
·LI .J;U!. ~· ,~1.1~11*!.. ·-.·. _ _j.' 
.·-<' 
•"! •• 
.. •· .. Ths ~eciio~ ailo~s administrator to maintam ~d m~age die Dlfo~on aboiit 
· . usqni for ad!piaii;tration and. co,urse scheduling IIIQdulcs:·Pleue cho0se the ." 
, appropriaU: 0ption &oin lhelist below to begiil the imintcnmcc ~k. · 
, I•.,.· 
lTser hd'onnadon Maintenance .· · . Administration 
Room Wonnation • '., : ~ 
. M aWt!!Poiice · 
Lc.cs[er Infomurtion · 
· Malnl:cnajl¢c 
., · .. _ .. ', . : 
· Couqe !!lfoqrialion 
', Moinl:enao,c~ · 
I• ·----.: .... ;--""~ 
. 
iiJ~•/~··:··· ··-·····~~ .:::-·: :·.~r:'~'.'.:~.--~.~~.-:,:~':··:--::-·,. .. · ·: · ---- -- · ·.-·· ·· T··1 ·• wLO(.,i·~~- · ··-~ 
Figure 2.13 Main Page for User Information Maintenance 
2. Refer to section 2.1.2 (Room Information Maintenance) for Add New Record, dit 
Existing Record and View All Record about users. 
3. Follow description in Table 2.4 when input the data. 
Field Description 
Name Specify the full name of the user. 
Post Specify the post of the user. E.g.: administrator 
User Name Specify user name use to login to the system. 
Password Specify password use to login to the system. 
Table 2.4: User Information 
2.1.6 CHANGE PASSWORD 
This function allows you to change your login password. Following the steps below to 
change your password: 
1. From the menu list on the left hand side (Figure 2.2), choose Change Password and 
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2. Enter your user name and old password. You must confirm your new password before 
submit the form. Press Submit to change your password. (Figure 2.14) 
', . Administration 
• :.1 •. :· .• 1 r- • ••.• ··.·, 
· · . ;,<l!,oom 1.iifuriilation · 
·J14~AA£e> .c- . 
!1't!\!rerlnforniab0n 
.MAintenanc'e ': 
· · .'.92iiit'd'nfomwion 
: MaiiitenaiJce. ·• 
U~~N~.. ·1-us_a_r --- 
Old Password F 
:t1mPasnrord F. . 
· . ConfinnNuw~~ , F .. · .. ,: ·.· .. ·.· Uscr.Infoml.lltioii 
·. Mamte!i~e ... 
bh~Pas~~d .·· 
:'., .... '• 
··11.fa§jjl 
Figure 2.14 Change Password 
2. You will be notified if you have changed your password successfully. (Figure 2.15) 
...... ·.·~· COURSE SCHEDULING SYSTEM 
·: .. ~+ .. ~--· .~~-.-~~_.,,_____ ·----- ------ 
A.#irnstrotion 






'Qle( ll)f ron!'i9ll 
··M~1~e 
You hve l'UCtestfoll,y chUl(ll your punronl.1'1 ase use your 
new pauword ux:t time you lo;i:n to the 1J11:41m. 
.:J ~~,---·- --- rr ----- """ t-ant ' 
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2.1. 7 LOGOUT 
A user is logout automatically from the system when closing the browser. To logout 
manually, you can click on the Logout button (Figure 2.2). For security purpose, 
remember to click Logout every time you finish your maintenance task. 
2.2 COURSE SCHEDULING MODULE 
Course Scheduling module allow timetable coordinator to input courses offered, assigned 
lecturers and generate timetable for a particular semester. There are four sub-modules in 
this section, which are: 
• Course Offered Entries 
• Generate Timetable 
• View Generated Timetable 
• Change Password 
2.2.1 LOGIN 
1. From the FCSS Home Page (Figure 2.1 ), click on Course Scheduling and you will get 
a login form. (Figure 2.1) 
2. To logon to Course Scheduling module, you have to key in your user name and 
password into the login form (Figure 2.1) and press Login. 
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.; , - -·· ··~- .:.. ...•.• ,,. \,i.··..:-.: # ,;. __ -.-···- -·~----~~ .. ~ _.;,. --. -- --·· --· _ . 
'C()lJRSE SCHEDULING ' 
Co~s~ Sch~Jiifu~g for ~cmc5tc~ fl: lic~si~n 20 !ITT"" / 20 ~ 
... \ 
':I· 
.... .;;....- ... ·.:.. .... :-.:~~ .......... -;..:---"'"T'~ ~-··~· ... T·:..-......._ ...... '":'.-~:..:""""'.~--~ ......... -_,_ _ _.:~ ... ·--·--· --·-- ... ---·- 
&i3iii.' 
Figure 2.16 Course Scheduling for a particular semester 
4. Input corresponding semester and session and press Proceed. You will be directed to 
Course Scheduling Module. (Figure 2.17) 
·······~· C~URSE SCHEDULING SYSTEM 
' ' ·-···--·_ ..... __ , __ .. _ ... _.,_ ..... -- .. ~· --- .. -- ~...-....--- 
COURSE SCHEDULING cour11c scheduling 
' ' ' 
·· ·c21•m ·PffetPd Enl!jr.• · 
· ¢£Pe~ .'fmiet!~lp 
W ~lcomo :O Courie Scheduling Module. 
You might input counes ofrcted, usii!Ped lec»,in:n and gencnlc 
timetable for this semester. . ,)'• ·: . ' 'View Qpner11ted 
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2.2.2 COURSE OFFERED ENTRIES 
This section allows timetable coordinator to input and manage the information about 
courses offered for a particular semester. They could input faculty courses and non- 
faculty courses. 
From the menu list on the left hand side (Figure 2.17), choose Course Offered Entries and 
you will be directed to the sub-module (Figure2.18) . 
. , -s SO~E~CffEDUUNGSYSTEM. 
~- --·····--..,.·---~- ~--:..- -~·---· ·--- ·----"'· ·-·-·--·""·- - _.,_ __ , ---- __ .. _ 
· · Gotirse Offered Entries 
•.' .• • 1.. ' ' 
. Course Oft'a-ed Entries 
· .'J.bi.9 section .iloWll timetable ooordinatorto Input and mimage the information 
. about courses Qlfci-ed for a panicular semester. Please choose caber fatully 





Figure 2.18 Main Page for Course Offered Entries 
FACULTY COURSES 
Three functions can be found in this sub-module, which are: 
• Add New Record 
• Edit Bxisting Record 
• View All Record 
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1. Click on Faculty courses (Figure 2.18) and you will be directed to the Faculty Courses 
Offered Entries. (Figure 2.19) 
·~.· c'OURSESCHEDULINGSYSTEM 
. ···:··: ··-··-··-·- ... _ .. ,_. ·-:: ·-~c···~7~·.:....·:·:- --·-·~-:--~:;:~---~-·--~--:---~--~--··-- --·-------· :- , 
· · · . C~Urs~.OITerecl Entries~ Fawlty {jounes Course Sd)cduli,n; · · · 
' c~~s~ ~lfor~d f,n;,,e, .·. 
. Generate Tanetable · > 
' .Vi~.;., Ge~crnted 
.. ~· 
. . · Tiifu &~~~ il,~w;·tia;~\abie.c~~~ ~'m?ut ~(!'~ 1he infonnati~ · 
· -. ,aboiit fai:uhr cour&es o!Fereii for the pai:ticulai.semerter. Please choose the 
ippropriaiC option froln the list below to begin tlie wk. 
2. Click on Add New Record to get a new form for adding new record to the database. 
(Figure 2.20) 
', i~ ~~-~~~~:- -~-..;.· .....__ .... _._. ... 
. · · .Add New Recof<l fulit Ezjstins Record View All Record 
..:J ·r.,..~::;--·--·....., :uii; ........ llt(d·, .. 
Figure 2. I 9 Course Offered Entries for F acuity ourses 
••.• ··~ ~OURSESCiIEDULINGSYSTEM 
··~~ .. ~·-..L--------~----"";-._..._....__ ..._ _ 
Cglin~ Scb~~ulin& Course Offcn:d llntriu - F•rulty Counet Addin& Courses Infonlla,ti41\ 
· · Co1rfe 9ffmd ~21 Coune CodC I WAES1101 .::J Number ofSluclen!s 
Q~m~ 1Jmel!!2!2 Student Type l IKB1 :a Student Type 2 I None 3 
' 
Student Type 3 jNone 3 Student Type 4 jNone 3 
V1~w Generai:sg Student Type 5 !Nono ::J Sll.lclenl Type 6 !Nona 3 Tiffio!nb!o : StudC!ll Type 7 I Non• :£] Studcm Type 8 !Nona a 
Ch~ab1~<>!-d .1 ~Cllrer l jA 3 Lectur?:r 2 {None :::J 
Lcctuttr 3 !None :a Lccturu4 jNone ~ ·1Mli" Co1111c Type leor iJ Number ofWeekl jHWeekl:::] 
' 
!None 3 Concurrent A.11g11C d lfta 6pm f No ::J 
Ltb Clu• fN;3 lAb Iiollll r- 
m 11j·1>me1j 
.... ,..,.... _ _.......,.. .. _ ------- 
AddNcw oor'd 
I , • J 
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3. Input necessary data into the form. Follow description in Table 2.5 when input the 
data. 
Field Description 
Course Code Course Code. E.g.: WXESl 101 
Number of Student Specify how many students could take this course. 
E.g.: 300 
Student Type 1 - 8 Specify type of student who could take this course. 
E.g.: K.Bl, KPI, SRKI, SPMl 
Lecturer 1 - 4 Specify lecturer who teach this course. A course may 
teach by more than one lecturer. 
Course Type Specify whether the course is core subject or elective 
subject. 
Number of Weeks Specify the number of weeks for conducting the entire 
course. It may be 14 weeks or 7 weeks. 
Concurrent Specify whether the course must be assigned at the 
same time with particular course. If so, choose the 
course code from the menu list. 
Assigned After 6pm Specify whether the course must be assigned after 6pm. 
Lab Class Specify whether the course has any lab class. 
Lab Hours If the course has lab class, specify the lab class hour . 
Table 2.5: Faculty Course Information 
3. Press Insert. Record will be inserted into database and a confirmation will be shown. 
(Similar to Figure 2.5) 
4. Refer to section 2.1.2 (Room information Maintenance) for Edit Existing Record and 
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NON-FACULTY COURSES 
Three functions can be found in this sub-module, which are: 
• Add New Record 
• Edit Existing Record 
• View All Record 
Follow the steps below to start your work: 
1. Click on Non-faculty courses (Figure 2.18) and you will be directed to the Non- 
faculty Courses Offered Entries. (Figure 2.21) 
·I \ • 
. : ' r, '' '~ ' counss SClIEDULl~G SYSTEM 
·· .. ·:\~i~~:~..;_ ....... ~:.:._.;;,~--..:..-~__..~ ...... ~;,-~- ..... ,. .. - .... -.....,__ .. _....;._ ..... -T"- .. -·--·--·---··-_,....- .. ---~- 
~ 
• Cour~c O~d Entri~• 
. orn£w 'fitrietAA1e 
·.·.· Vievi Generated 
,~.' 
···Ch~ehs~s! 
"·,i:.. . . •,( . ·.' . 
Courie: Offc:rc:d E11trfc:1 - Non-(acu.Uy om·sd 
· · This section anows lim.etable coordinator to .ioput and l'lll1lage the informalion 
about noo-faculzy 'cowns .offiired fo~ the pa(licular seme1ter. l?lcuc choose 
.. !he ippr~ option'1'om the lirt below to bep the Qdc, 
.·.·•1¥1.II!' .. . --~·---------------- 
Figure 2.21 Course Offered Entries for Non-faculty Courses 
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~~.!tJ:EJ 
: t:~-. :~~-·:·~.:3 .. ~~ - .. ·~~.:~~~::~- .. ~~·.,~·_'_.__ :~·~;~'.iJ_·:;~:<.::·_~; ... .:c .. 1:_,.~~::- •• ·._: ~~:.__, _ _;;..:__·~~---t:~~ . . 
·~--- ~d~C2~~tH~G;~ys!~¥-~-. .; :·~, 
Course: Otr6eci Entrles - Non-faculty Cours~ 
Adeline Co~es Information .• Counc Scheduling 
,. 
3. Input necessary data into the form. Follow description in Table 2.6 when input the 
data. 
Number of Students 
Field Description 
Course Code Course Code. E.g.: SJEWl301 
Number of Student Specify how many students could take this course. 
E.g.: 300 
Student Type 1 - 8 Specify type of student who could take this course. 
E.g.: KBI, K.Pl, SRKI, SPMl 
Lecturer 1 - 2 Specify lecturer who teach this course. A course may 
teach by more than one lecturer. Normally, it is not 
FSKTM' s lectuer. 
Course Type Specify whether the course is core subject or elective 
subject. 
Room 1-2 Specify the room I place for this course. NormaJly, the 
rooms are not in FSKTM. E.g.: Kl in PPP 
Day & Time Specify day and time for the course. 
Course, Code l.AKJ:A2124 iJ 
. Student Type 1- 
. · .' · S":)di:~ Type 3 
. 1Studcot Type 5 
' ' 
· G~9!1lle T~~a91e IKB1 .!I ,. Student Type 2 . jNone 3 
·jNone jj··· .. · · . Student Type 4 !None . 3. 
I None .::J . Stu.dent Typ~ 6 I None .3 
jNo~e. B Student Type a · JN()ne 3 
. INo~EI: 11. · 
.·: 
:Lecturcr2 .·· ... jNone i1 
leore ... :£1 
IAU01Ef ··Room 2 jNone3 
jMondtty 3 Tune j aou- 8.50 om 3 
INo~e ;:J Time !None ::J 
.' JNone iJ 'y~ jNone !] 
· . tiirlir!J ,,~~o1·1 
View Generated 
':~··'······· Stud~T};pc7 . '. '· 
i Chw~ P~ry9i9 . 




· · .\ :6~r3 
Figure 2.22 Add New Record in Course Offered Entries - Non-faculty our 
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3. Press Insert. Record will be inserted into database and a confirmation will be shown. 
(Similar to Figure 2.5) 
4. Refer to section 2.1.2 (Room Information Maintenance) for Edit Existing Record and 
View All Record. 
2.2.3 GENERATE TIMETABLE 
You can generate timetable automatically whenever all the information needed has been 
entered. A scheduling engine will check for the crash course, lecturers timing conflicts, 
room allocation and other constraints. 
Follow the steps below to start the timetable generation; 
1. From the menu list on the left hand side (Figure 2.17), choose Generate Timetable and 
you will be directed to the sub-module (Figure2.23) . 
... ·. . ~ COURSESCHEDUL(NGSYSTEM . 
'. :· ---· ....:. .. .:...-- ~ _._ ~ .. - "","":' .. "'~·--:-- _... _ .. .., ·----t-· __ _..,__.,_ - .. --- . 
couc~e s~hedulina, .. · · 
'\ -', 
' . . . . . ' . 
. Co)l(sg Offctpd fntrie1 
'G'~~~ timeta.ble 
· ,: v;CW. GenerJ~d · 
··,:,,~· 
Click lbe link below to start die tim111able ecncraiion. 
·.,:~ .. ,·· 
Start .tenerate timetable 
Mijiii 
'•'I ,.i ' u ·· ---'----r-r•~~~ 
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2. Click on Start Generate Timetable. Wait for a moment. It may take some time to 
generate timetable. The following screen will be displayed after the generation 
process is successfully. (Figure 2.24) 
. . ·. ~ ?P~E s~µEDUL,IN<?FS!EM • 
'-::..... ... f--··-- .. .:.. ...... _.,...."""~- .. -+.:...:-.~-:· ·, +: .... 7~-.:.~- ~·-.--- .. ~~~"7'-·-.-~.:.....:. .. __ 
· ~~te llmetiable · · .. 
. . •'.' 
' (·. \'. ... · ·cio~~~~ dEn!ne~ · 
. 'dene~ TUDet:able . 
,_·: . . ,' 
', 11 
' ' 
'Il\e 1imetab1e gcnCf111ion procen is completed. Click the 
View G'eneraied !inletable to ~cw the generated 
timeJable. . ,' ' ,• . . . . ., . . ;(vie~ Qe~ra~d . 
·;,,~·· 
).: . 
. .: QhaAAe P~sw~rd .. 
•'·"'' _____ ..._..._.,... ..... _.,. 4 , •' ' 
Figure 2.24 Timetable Generation Successfully 
2.2.4 VIEW GENERA TED TIMETABLE 
This section allows you to view the generated timetable. If you are not satisfy with the 
generated timetable, you may regenerate the timetable. 
I. From the menu list on the left hand side (Figure 2.17), choose View Generated 
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~s~ Sci1cquliu$ 
. ·\(~~'~ O~d Ertriet • 
•.·~·· f'tonday ··~ Wednesday 
· '',,View Generated · 
, t'uneiab~ .· ' · · 
, Ch~e )?~f~otd .. 
' ' ' ·~-----:--h~-·-_ .. _..._ ..... .....,_. .. _ 
•''' 
Figure 2.25 View Generated Timetable 
2. Click on the day and the timetable for the corresponding day will be displayed. 
(Figure 2.26) 
COURSE.SCijEDULlNG SYSTEM 
vi«M Ovmill 1lmttable 
•••• !' . • 
"'!' ...... - ........ --.·-'i'-;" .... _'r----------·-- .. -------------- 
X:inuitablc for SC111t1tter l SM! 200lfl00l 
Monday 
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2.2.5 CHANGE PASSWORD 
Refer to section 2.1.6 (Change Password in Administration module) for this function. 
2.2.6 LOGOUT 
Refer to section 2.1. 7 (Logout in Administration module) for this function. 
2.3 USER MODULE 
This section allows students and lecturers to view their timetable. There are five sub- 
modules in this section, which are: 
• View Overall Timetable 
• View Timetable By ProgramN ear 
• View Timetable By Course 
• View Timetable By Room 
• View Timetable By Lecturer 
I. From the FCSS Home Page (Figure 1.1 ), click on User and you will be directed to the 
User module. (Figure 2.27) 
'1• ' 
. • ····~· colJRSE SCHEDULING SYSTEM 




\'••:1•1 T1111•:tlblo Oy ProgtJll1 Y.;31 
) I /1< 
., ....... 
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2.3.1 VIEW OVERALL TIMETABLE 
You can view overall FSKTM timetable sorting by all degree program/year. The code for 
each program must be known before you can view the timetable. Table 2. 7 shows the 
description for each degree program code. 
Degree Description 
Program/Year 
KB1,KB2,KB3 Artificial Intelligence First, Second, Third Year 
KP 1, KP2, KP~ Software Engineering First, Second, Third Year 
SRK.1,SRK2,SRK.3 Computer Networking and Systems First, Second, 
Third Year 
SP1\.11,SPM2,SPM3 Management Information Systems First, Second, Third 
Year 
Pl, P2, P3 Management (IT) First, Second, Third Year 
1\.11\.11, 1\.1M2' 1\.11\.13 Multimedia (IT) First, Second, Third Year 
Sl\.11, SM2, Sl\.13 Information Science (IT) First, Second, Third Year 
Minor IT Minor IT for other faculties' students 
PJJ Long Distance Learning 
DSK Diploma of Computer Science 
DTJ\.1 Diploma of Information Technology 
:MLIS Master of Library and Information Science 
1\.1SE Master of Software Engineering 
1\.1CS Master of Computer Science 
WT Master of Information Technology 
Table 2. 7 Degree Program Code 
1. From the menu list (Figure 2.27), click on View OveraJI Timetable and timetable will 
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2.3.2 VIEW TIMETABLE BY PROGRAM I YEAR 
You can view timetable for a particular degree program I year. 
1. From the menu list (Figure 2.27), click on View Timetable By Program I Year. You 
will be directed to the following screen. (Figure 2.28) 
. . ' - . ~-]I 
{(~.\~~1::;·~-;~l ·~~·"~~A;: .~'.oril:: .. ~:.:·;~\·~'.),':i,i~~~:~h~; :.~·!Ts'.· .. ?L-~.-~t'.'l.X~ ~~::~L:~---_.:~;~ 
! ,,,~~ 7.,• .... ,'i·1w w w I ~Search :-~Fo:t ."' \..,.~"!Y l'otJ' - ~ • ~ ,- ,. · ... ···~" ..... •· . '...j ~~\~,!;;j;.;,;;c;1:=::'..:;~;;w•• " '"' n''"'"'"""'""- ""' '""-""'" *'""'" *'"":::J:-"cio-TiW:;'•j I.. ....... · .. ~---·"·-.··-· """''"',•,•· .. ·-· .... ·-· .... - .... ' ....... -·--· .. -··-- --· .. ···-·"' .. ?. .. J.-· ... 
. . •· -6) COURSE SCHEDULING SYS~EM 
_, _ ____,.. ... --· --·--~ .. - - .... --···-- --- ··--~ ------- ......... _ ... _ 
· ' View Timetable By Prop-am!Y ca.- 
Pie~1e en~r·&i~ code . 
Prop-am Code jsPM1 
----~--------- 
ainM nu 
.:J r.;i;'·.:!'·~~7"';4'-· .......... """...,~~-· .. - ... -- ~ .. -- ..... --.,---~--..,..-·-----·"""'111-----r-r- ~-~ .. ~ .. ~-~'\:. ~:+·, .. , .: .. 1 •..•...• 1,,. ·'~: r 1.. i, '· • ,. • , ' localnttWWJt 
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2. Enter the program code and press Search. Timetable will be displayed for you in the 
following look. (Figure 2.29) 
. ~· 1~, ·. C.·()u~i:scI .... Ik~DLIN.GSYSTEM 
\~· . . '.· .· VkwTun~bkBy~oW'Se 
' :.·, ·.:··,· - . '' ... ' .. ' . . 
-, . '----.--~--- .. ~~.......___. 
Time~able·for Seiiiester 1SeSi2001/2002. 
,. , .. 
·.! 
. ) 
Figure 2.29 View Timetable by Program/Year 
2.3.3 VIEW TIMETABLE BY COURSE 
You can view timetable for a particular course. Refer to section 2.3.2 (View Tim table 
By Program/Year) for this function. 
2.3.4 VIEW TIMETABLE BY ROOM 
You can view timetable for a particular room. Refer to section 2.3.2 (View Timetable By 
Program/Year) for this function. 
2.3.5 VIEW TIMETABLE BY LECTURER 
You can view timetable for a particular lecturer. Refer to section 2.3.2 (View Timetable 
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INSTALLATION 
To set up FCSS (FSKTM Course Scheduling System) in the server, make sure your 
server meets the following requirements. 
Hardware Requirements 
The hardware required for running FCSS are: 
• A server with at least Pentium 166 Mhz processor 
• At least 64MB RAM 
• Network Interface Card (NIC) and network connection 
Software Requirements 
The software required for running FCSS are: 
• Microsoft Windows 2000 
• Internet Information Server 3.0 or higher 
• Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Follow the steps below to begin your setup: 
1. Install Internet Information Services (ITS) from your window package and Microsoft 
SQL Server 2000. 
2. Create a new folder in C:\Jnetpub\wwwroot. Named the folder as F SS. Your path for 
your new folder should be C:\Jnetpub\wwwroot\FC . 
3. From the CD, open folder Database. Copy the file named Fess into 
C: slnetpub \wwwroot\FCSS. 
4. Open SQL Server nterprise Manager. Create a new database named fess. 
5. Right cJick on the database, select All Tasks ~>Restore atabase ( igure 1 ). A dialog 
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stored 
Ptoceclxes 
Users Roles R'*'s 
Figure I: Restore Databa e 
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6. In the dialog box, select From Device and click on Select Devices. A dialog box as 
shown in Figure 3 is prompted out. 
Figure 3: Restore Database-Step 2 
7. Click on Add. Type in the file name as C: slnetpub \wwwroot\F \F. s. (Figure 4) 
OK I Cancel J -~ 1 .. 
'' 
Figure 4: Restore Database - Step 3 
8. lick k to return to Figure 3. 
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10. From Figure 2, select the tab Options. You wilJ get the screen as Figure 5. 
: C: \I netpub\wwwroot\FCS S \F csslog. LD F 
\.,~. ,: i. 
I, I •\,.i\1 
't1: 
·' ,1.! 
I 1~ 1: .• \,\ 1 
··~1.(h.; 
J:).':!W., .. :•;;,·':'·:· · ,, :'•,;,,., ',:~. :·r· ·,,_,,,r:: ;.>,,i,;,,, .• rci:.•····''" .. : .. \t~i1,. •.'i ,..: :··~~,r·: ;· i ·.:'.:2'._:' ··"•'· , : <•' . :. ·:: .. , , '· 
·:.i:-r , ..' n~qovety .. ~91T1P1et1oh stc,t~ .. ·'' '" '•.' ,-,. -, . ' ··, \' ' ,. ' -~·:--. __ ...._...._ 
.~:.:· .. ;~, ;1·.\/··:1;,,'\:i:·,n111':1:~ ~:l'·.\··!;i!~t.~··,,.':~·, r ... ~1.~~:.'... :1:r!--~·.~1·' it'·;.·.·~:·· 11"" f 1\", •. I ··' • • .. 1 · .... • 
, ":. '1'..'· ;:.<:. r. · te~ve'datab~se1 dp~.r~tlor\aCNo' ~ditional transabtion'logs can be ·restbred : . · · : 
i: 
I I ' 
I' 
I ' 
'· .. ._I _o_K ___.I'· Cancel Help 
Figure 5: Restore Database - tep 4 
11. Check the option Force restore over existing database. Change the Logical file name 
and Move to physical file name as: (Figure 5) 
Fess- C:\Jnetpub\wwwroot\FCSS\Fcs .mdf 
F csslog - C: \Jnetpub \wwwroot\FCSS\F csslog. ldf 
12. Click OK. Restore Database process is started. After the process is finished, click Ok 
and the process is competed. 
13. From the CD, open folder Program Files. 
: \Jn stpub \wwwroot\~ 
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14. From C:Vnetpub\wwwroot\FCSS, open file DataStore.asp using Notepad. You will 
get the screen as shown in Figure 6. 
·' . 
\ \, ·,~,. . ., 
.'<% 
strconnect - "Prov1der•SQLOLEDB;.-D" & _ 
"Initial File Name=Gfuetpub\wwwroot\FCSS\Fcss.mdf;" & 
"Initial catalog .. fcss; user rc-s a: pwd=;" & _ 
"Pers1st security Info-False;" 
Figure 6: Data tore.a ip 
15. For server name, type in the server's network identification name. (Highlighted in 
Figure 6). If the server name isfsktm.um.edu.my, the file should be as follow: 
<% 
strConnect = "Provider=SQLOLEDB;Server=fsktm.um.edu.my·" & _ 
"Initial File Name=C:\lnetpub\wwwroot\FCSS\Fcss.mdf:" & _ 
"Initial Catalog=fess.User ID=sa·pwd=·" & ' , ' - 
"Persist Security Info=False;" 
%> 
16. Save the file and then close the file. 
17. pen internet Information crvices administration t ol and create a virtual directory 
named J~ that point t the f Ider ':VtPtpub\wwwroot · . (Refer to Internet 
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18. The web address for the system is: http://server_name/FCSS/Home.html. where 
server name is the server's network identification name. If the server is 
fsktm.um.edu.my then the web address for the system should be 
http:/ lfsktm. um. edu. my!FCSSIH ome. html 
19. Open your Web browser. Type the system's web site address and press Enter. You 
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SAMPLE SOURCE CODE 
Here is a sample source code from FCSS program. 





<!-- #inc]ude file="bataStore.asp" --> 
<!--#include file="MetaData.asp" --> 
<°lo 
Dim D(6), T(l2),j, k, s 
D(O) ="Monday" 
D( 1) = "Tuesday" 
D(2) ="Wednesday" 
D(3) = "Thursday" 
D( 4) = "Friday" 
D(5) ="Saturday" 
T(O) = "8.00 - 8.50 am" 
T(l) = "9.00 - 9.50 am" 
T(2) = "10.00 - 10.50 am" 
T(3) = "11.00 - 11.50 am" 
T(4) = "12.00 - 12.50 pm" 
T(5) = "1.00 - 1.50 pm" 
T(6) = "2.00 - 2.50 pm" 
T(7) = "3.00 - 3.50 pm" 
T(8) = "4.00 - 4.50 pm" 
T(9) = "5.00 - 5.50 pm" 
T(lO) = "6.00 - 8.50 pm" 
%> 
<% 
Dim objRSSesi, semester, sesi 
Set objRSSesi = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Recordset") 
objR esi.open" emcstcr csi", tr onncct, adOpenForwardOnly, 
adLockRead nly, ad mdTable 
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sesi = objRSSesi("sesi") 
End IF 
objRSSesi. Close 
Set objRSSesi = Nothing 
%> 
<% 
Dim objRSLecturer, LecturerCode, LecturerName 
Set objRSLecturer = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Recordset") 
objRSLecturer. open "Lecturer_ Info", strConnect, adOpenF orwardOnly, 
. adLockReadOnly, adCmdTable 
objRSLecturer.filter = "lecturer_code like"' & Request("searchCode") & ""' 
if not objRSLecturer.EOF then 
LecturerCode = objRSLecturer("lecturer _code") & " - " 
LecturerName = objRSLecturer("lecturer _name") 
End IF 
objRSLecturer. Close 
Set objRSLecturer =Nothing 
%> 
<% 
Dim objRS, strQuery, mesej, objRS2, strQuery2 
Set objRS = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Recordset") 
strQuery = "Select Time_ Slot.*, course_ name, lecturer _name, room_ name, 
time Value, dayValue from Time_Slot, Course_Info, LecturerInfo, 
Room_Info, Time_ Value, Course_Offered where 
Time Slot.course code= Course Info.course code and - - - - 
Time Slot.lecturer code= Lecturer Info.lecturer code and - - - - 
Time Slot.room code = Room Info.room code and - - - - 
Time Slot.course time= Time Value.course time and - - - - 
Time_Slot.course_code = Course_Offered.course_code and facPaper = 'Y' 
and Time_Slot.Jecturer_code ="' & Request("searchCode") & m Order by 
dayValue, timeValue, Time Slot.course code, Time Slot.room code" - - - - 
objRS.Open strQuery, strConnect, adOpenForwardOnly, adLockReadOnly, 
adCmdText 
Set objR 2 = erver. rcate bject("AD D .Recordset") 
strQuery2 =" elect Non_ ac. ", cour e_name fr m Non_ ac, Course_Info, 
ourse _Offered where 
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Non Fae.course code= Course Offered.course code and - - - - 
facPaper = 'N' and (lecturer!="' & Request("searchCode") & "'or 
lecturer2 ="' & Request("searchCode") & "') 
Order by Non _Fae.course_ code" 
objRS2.0pen strQuery2, strConnect, adOpenForwardOnly, adLockReadOnly, 
adCmdText 
If objRS.EOF and objRS2.EOF then 
mesej = "There are no timetable information for " & Request("searchCode") 
Elself not objRS.EOF then 
Dim course_time(150), course_code(150), lecturer_code(150), room_code(l50) 
Dim dayVaIUe(150), course_name(l50), lecturer_name(150), room_name(l50) 
Dim timeValue(150), i 
i=O 
Do While not objRS.EOF 'store information in array 
course_time(i) = objRS("course_time") 
course_code(i) = objRS("course_code") 
lecturer_code(i) = objRS("lecturer_code") 
room_code(i) = objRS("room_code") 
dayValue(i) = objRS("dayValue") 
course_name(i) = objRS("course_name") 
lecturer_name(i) = objRS("lecturer_name") 
room_name(i) = objRS("room_name") 
timeValue(i) = objRS("timeValue") 




If not objRS2.EOF then 
Dim nfCode(50), nfLecturer1 (50), nfLecturer2(50), nfRoom 1(50),nfRoom2(50) 
Dim day1(50), day2(50), day3(50), timel(50), time2(50), time3(50), nfName(50) 
Dim a 
a==O 
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nfCode(a) = objRS2("course_code") 
ntLecturerl(a) = objRS2("lecturerl ") 
ntLecturer2(a) = objRS2("lecturer2") 
nfRooml(a) = objRS2("rooml ") 
nfRoom2(a) = objRS2("room2") 
dayl(a) = objRS2("dayl ") 
day2(a) = objRS2("day2") 
day3(a) = objRS2("day3") 
time 1 (a) = objRS2("time 1 ") 
time2(a) = objRS2("time2") 
time3(a) = objRS2("time3") 






Set objRS = Nothing 
objRS2.close 
Set objRS2 =Nothing 
%> 
<html><!-- #BeginTemplate "ffemplatesffemplate.dwt" --> 
<head> 
<!-- #BeginEditable "doctitle" --> 
<title>FSKTM Course Scheduling System</title> 
<!-- #EndEditable --> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content=vtext/html; charset=iso-8859-1 "> 
</head> 
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF" tex -"#000000" background="Light%20blue2.jpg"> 
<!-- #BeginEditable "Content"--> 
<table width="757" horde -"0" cellpadding="O" cellspacing="O"> 
<tr> 
<td width="22" heigh -"I I "><ltd> 
<td width="75"></td> 
<td width=" 17"></td> 
<td width="109" rowspan=B" valign "top"><img src="Logo%20F KTM.gif' 
width=" 105" height "7 °></td 
<td width="388"></td> 
<td width="29"></td> 
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<div align="center"><font color="#0033CC" face="Times New Roman, Times, serif' 
size="4"><b><font size="3" co1or="#990000"><font color="#0033CC" size="5"> 
COURSE SCHEDULING SYSTEM<br> 

















<td height="2 l "></td> 








<td colspan="4" valign="top"> 
<div align="center"><font size="3" colo -"#0033CC"><b>Timetable for Semester 
<%=semester & "Sesi" & sesi & "<br>" %> 
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<td height="274"></td> 
<td colspan="6" valign="top"> 
<% If mesej = "" then %> 
<table width="62%" border=" l" align="center"> 
<tr> 
<td width="23 % "><b>Day</b></td> 
<td width="77% "><b> Time/Course Code/Room Code</b></td> 
</tr> 






<table border= 0 cellpadding = l> 
<%for k=O to 10 %> 
<% for j=O to i-1 'faculty courses list 
If dayValue(j) = D(s) then 












<% = room_ code(j) %> 
</font></td> 
</tr> 
<°lo End If%> 
<°lo End If%> 
<%Next%> 
<% for j=O to a-1 %> 
<% If dayl(j) = D(s) and timel(j) = T(k) then o/o> 
<tr> 
<td><font size=2> 
<°lo= timel(j) %> 
</font></td> 
<td>&nbsp;</td> 
<td <font size 2> 
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<td><font size=2> 
<% = nfRoom 1 (j) %> 
</font></td> 
</tr> 
<% Elself day2(j) = D(s) and time2(j) = T(k) then%> 
<tr> 
<td><font size=2> 








<% = nfRoom I (j) %> 
</font></td> 
</tr> 
<% Elself day3(j) = D(s) and time3(j) = T(k) then o/o> 
<tr> 
<td><font size=2> 























<table width="54%" borde -"0" align "center"> 
<tr> 
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